CHAPTER

5

Designing Integrations with Service Link
Standard Adapters
Overview
Service Link is the Service Catalog module that provides integration with external systems. It supplies
a framework for configuring interfaces that allow delivery tasks, authorizations or reviews defined
within a Service Catalog workflow to be performed by other systems and a user interface for monitoring
the operation of these interfaces.
The most common scenario for the use of Service Link is where data associated with a delivery plan task
needs to be passed outside of Service Catalog in order to ensure that the service is delivered
satisfactorily. For example, Service Link might invoke Cisco Process Orchestrator to fulfill a service
request, a message might be passed to a hardware vendor for a procurement action or to an inventory or
asset management system for a data record update. The external application may then send one or more
messages back to Service Catalog. Each message, in turn, could update Service Catalog with the current
status of the task within the external system, eventually indicating that the task has been completed and
that the Service Catalog workflow (delivery plan) can continue with subsequent tasks.
Service Link provides a number of built-in adapters to facilitate communication with external
applications using different transport mechanisms including the interchange of files; database updates;
web communication via http post requests or web services; and queue-based messaging. In addition to
these default adapters, developers may use the Service Link Adapter Development Kit (ADK) to develop
and deploy custom adapters.

Prerequisites to Develop Service Link Integrations
Developing Service Link integrations requires a range of technical skills. These include:
•

Understanding of service design, including how to configure dictionary usage in Active Form
Components (AFCs) and how to design tasks in a delivery plan.

•

Thorough knowledge of the target third-party system, including the servers hosting the application.

•

For all adapters, a basic understanding of XML tag structure since Service Link operates by sending
XML messages between Service Catalog and the external system.

•

For all adapters, an intermediate grasp of configuring XML Stylesheet Language (XSL)
transformations, to supplement the XML transformations which can be applied by use of the Service
Link wizards.

•

If database adapters are to be used, SQL knowledge is also needed.
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•

If an http/web services adapter is to be used to pass messages between Service Catalog and a web
service, knowledge of web services components like SOAP, WSDL, RESTful API, and web service
security is helpful.

Service Link Design Components
Service Catalog offers two approaches to designing integrations.
•

The Integration wizard, available in Service Designer, provides a wizard-driven approach for
creating web services integration.

•

The Service Link module provides capabilities for creating and maintaining all integrations,
regardless of the messaging protocols used to communicate with the external system.

Once an integration has been added, it may be viewed and maintained through the advanced
configuration capabilities available through Service Link. Advanced users may create even web services
integrations using this functionality, bypassing the wizards if desired.
Administrators also use Service Link to administer and troubleshoot integrations in a production
environment.
An integration consists of the following components:
•

Adapters
An adapter is a logical representation of a transport component by which Service Catalog sends
XML documents or other messages to third-party systems. Prepackaged adapters support different
message transport protocols; including file, http/web service, JMS, IBM MQ, and database.
Adapters are composed of two components:
– An inbound adapter

Inbound adapters manage messages coming from an external system. The external system
message may be altered into a “standard” nsXML (formerly known as newScale XML) format
through the use of transformations so that the data can be interpreted by Service Catalog.
There are two types of inbound adapters: pollers and listeners. A poller is a thread that
periodically wakes up and looks for incoming messages, while a listener waits and is awakened
by an incoming external message. An example of a poller is the inbound file adapter, which
needs to periodically check for messages. An example of a listener adapter is the Web Services
Listener Adapter which waits until an HTTP response is received.
– An outbound adapter

Outbound adapters manage the XML messages coming out of Service Catalog and send them
to the configured external system. A “standard” nsXML outbound message comes to Service
Link which may then alter the message through the use of transformations, so that it meets the
expected format of messages directed to the external system. The outbound adapters then apply
the correct protocol and logic to send the messages to the external system.
•

Agents
An agent is a logical representation of a transport mechanism by which Service Catalog
communicates to/from a third-party system. Agents may be used by service designers to direct tasks
to their proper third-party destination. In addition to tasks, authorizations and reviews can be
externalized by specifying an agent to direct this action to an external system.
An agent is composed of an inbound and outbound adapter, optional message transformation
(XSLT) components, optional parameters, and other settings to address error conditions.
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•

Transformations
XML stylesheet (XSL) transformations transform outgoing messages into a format understood by a
third-party system, and transform incoming messages into a format understood by Service Catalog.
An agent which includes an outbound adapter automatically s an nsXML message, containing
information relevant to the current requisition and task. A transformation associated with the agent
may then transform that message into an external message, which are delivered to the external
system via the outbound adapter configured for the agent. Similarly, an inbound agent receives an
external message via the associated adapter. A transformation must then transform the message into
an incoming message type that is recognized and processed by the Business Engine, the Workflow
Manager for Service Catalog.

•

Dictionaries and Active Form Components
A dictionary is the service design component that holds fields of data required to fulfill a specific
service request. Agent parameters mapped to dictionary fields (or other data available in the service
request) provide a standard outbound message format easily understood by external systems. Agent
parameters in an inbound message received from an external system instruct Service Link to update
the value of the dictionary fields mapped to those parameters. The changed form data is immediately
available in the service form. The active form component in which the dictionary is included must,
in turn, be included in the service that implements the Service Link integration.
You can optionally bypass the validation check to prevent the removal of active form component,
which contains 1 or more Service Item-based dictionaries by setting the
serviceform.simtask.validation.skip property in the newscale.properties file to true.

The Integration Wizard automatically s an agent and transformation, as well as an integration dictionary
and active form component to complete the agent configuration. Once these components have been
created, they are maintained through Service Link and Service Designer.

Service Link Interaction with Business Engine and nsXML
The key to understanding Service Link is to understand its interaction with the Business Engine. The
Business Engine is the component that is responsible for all workflow. Workflow actions include:
•

Starting tasks in the correct sequence in a delivery plan.

•

Marking a task as complete when all requirements for completion have been met.

•

Sending emails as configured when the triggering event occurs.

In a task plan that doesn't use Service Link (that is, where all tasks are internal to Service Catalog), the
operation of the Business Engine is largely invisible. The use of the Business Engine becomes apparent
in Service Link, because Service Link must handle or generate messages that the Business Engine
understands in order for the status of external tasks to be changed.
When the Business Engine starts an external task (that is, a task which is to be handled by Service Link),
it generates an outbound nsXML message. The Service Link agent that is handling the outbound task is
then responsible for transforming that nsXML message into a format that can be understood by target
system and delivering that message to the target system via the outbound transport mechanism (adapter)
specified in the agent.
Similarly, if Service Link is configured to receive an inbound message from an external system, it must
transform that message into an inbound nsXML message that can be understood by the Business Engine.
Inbound messages are available to update the service form data for the current request; to complete the
current task; or to add user comments to the current request.
Valid nsXML messages are discussed in more detail in the following section.
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Designing Service Link Integrations
Cisco Prime Service Catalog offers two approaches for designing, developing and deploying Service
Link integrations with third-party systems:
•

Integration Wizard: If the integration is via a web service, you can use the Integration Wizard via
Service Designer to all Service Catalog integration components. The Web Service Definition
Language file (wsdl) must be available to use this approach.

•

Service Link configuration: If the integration uses any other transport mechanism or you wish to
review or modify components originally created via the Integration Wizard, use the screens provided
by Service Link and Service Designer to configure the integration components.

Service Link and Service Designer configuration uses the following methodology to design, develop and
deploy integrations with third-party systems:
•

Design the communication protocol to be used with the third-party target system. This includes
inbound and outbound adapter selection, message format and content.

•

If necessary and deploy a custom Service Link adapter.

•

Use Service Designer to design the service that implements the Service Link integration. The design
components typically include one or more dictionaries, which contain data to be passed to the
external system via agent parameters, as well as the active form components that include those
dictionaries and configure the display properties for the fields in those dictionaries.

•

Configure agents, selecting appropriate outbound and inbound adapters, defining the properties of
each, together with parameters passed in either direction. Service Link includes wizards and
drop-down lists to partially automate the definition of agent parameters.

•

Add transformations, if needed, for Service Catalog to understand messages from third-party
systems, and for third-party systems to understand messages from Service Catalog.

•

Use Service Designer to associate the agent with a task in the service's delivery plan. If applicable,
ensure that agent parameters are properly mapped to dictionary fields used in that service.

•

Test the configuration by requesting the service containing your task and then monitoring messages
and external tasks via the corresponding Service Link pages.

This process is discussed in more detail in the following sections.
The Integration Wizard is described in the Using the Integration Wizard in Service Designer.

Accessing Service Link
To access Service Link, choose Service Link from the Module Menu. The Service Link home page
appears.
The Service Link home page contains the elements shown in Service Link Home Page Elements below.
Table 5-1

Service Link Home Page Elements

Element

Description

Menu Bar

Located at the top of the page, contains the tabs used to administer a Service
Link environment and to develop and maintain Service Link integrations.

Common Tasks

Located on the left side of the page, contains quick links to view a complete
list of failed messages and to an agent.
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Table 5-1

Service Link Home Page Elements

Service Link Status

Located on the left side of the page, shows the current status of Service Link.

Messages (Last 30 days) Located in the right pane of the page, this graph summarizes message
volume for the most recent 30-day period.
Recent Failed Messages Located on the bottom right of the page, this grid lists the most recent
Service Link messages that were not delivered successfully. Hyperlinks are
provided to the message, requisition, and agent details.

Designing the Communication Protocol
In addition to the configuration and testing work that are executed in Service Link, equivalent work must
be undertaken by the technical resources responsible for the third-party system. A well considered
design is essential if the interface is to operate robustly.
The interfacing capabilities of the system to be communicated to will normally dictate the basic design
of the integration, that is, which adapters will be used.
File and database adapters are the simplest to configure. If JMS, MQ or http/web service adapters are
deployed, some expertise from network management teams may be involved to ensure that connectivity
issues do not prevent the data from moving from one system to the other. Data security concerns are
likely to be a factor if the target system exists outside your company's network—for example, to use a
SOAP message sent via http or https to communicate with an outside vendor.
Normally the data required for the outbound Service Link communication would be assessed first.
Consideration needs to be given to what fields are readily available (via the nsXML outbound message)
and what additional data needs to be provided (via form data and agent parameters). While outbound
communications only occur once per task (when the task starts), multiple separate inbound
communications can be supported. On receiving its instruction to perform work, a third-party system
may issue a single (inbound) communication on completion. Alternatively, multiple updates could be
sent before the work is complete. Examples include where a reference ID may be communicated, textual
status updates have to be sent back and finally the completion confirmation is communicated.Managing
Service Link Adapters

Managing Integrations
This section describes about managing integrations.

Managing Adapters
Service Link adapters are preconfigured for use. Additional adapters may be developed using the
Adapter Development Kit. You may review the available adapters using the Adapters page of the Manage
Integrations tab in Service Link.
Step 1

From the Service Link home page, click Manage Integrations. Then click the Adapters sub tab.
The Adapters page appears.

Step 2

In the Name column, click the desired adapter.
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The Manage Adapter page appears for the chosen adapter. The details for the Database Adapter are
shown below.
Figure 5-1

Manage Adapter Page

Most of these general properties should typically not be changed by Service Link developers. The
“Polling Interval”, “Retry interval” and “Maximum Attempts” may need to be changed as per
requirement. Any changes are inherited by all agents that use this adapter type.
Additional outbound and inbound properties are specified when the adapter is used in an agent. These
properties are described in the Managing Service Link Adapters.

Managing Agents
The Agent Wizard walks you through configuring an agent. The wizard consists of eight pages; some
pages may be skipped, depending on options chosen on the previous pages.
The pages of the Agent Wizard are summarized in Agent Wizard Pages Table below.
Table 5-2

Agent Wizard Pages Table

Page

Description/Usage

General Information

The name, action, and description for the agent, as well as other general
information regarding its configuration and behavior

End Points

Adapters and transformations used by the agent

Outbound Properties

Detailed configuration options for the outbound adapter

Inbound Properties

Detailed configuration options for the inbound adapter

Outbound Request
Parameters

Outbound parameters for all adapter types except the VMware adapter
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Table 5-2

Agent Wizard Pages Table

Outbound Response
Parameters

Parameters that are received in a synchronous response to an outbound
message send to an http/ws adapter

Inbound Parameters

Parameters received as part of the inbound message

Summary

Summary page displaying all information previously entered

To manage an agent:
Step 1

From the Common Tasks area of the Service Link home page, click Agent, or choose Manage
Integrations > Agents > Agent.
The General Information page of the Agent wizard appears. This is the first of eight pages that comprise
the wizard. Some pages might not be relevant for a particular agent configuration, and can be skipped.
Figure 5-2

General Information Page

Provide values for the fields described in Creating Agents – General Attributes Table below, then click
Next.
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Table 5-3

Creating Agents – General Attributes Table

Setting

Description

Name

A name for the agent. The name must be unique.

Action

A description of the action performed by the agent, for example, “Service
Catalog To Remedy- Ticket”. Although uniqueness is not enforced, actions
should be unique, since they are presented in a pick-list when you are asked
to assign the agent to a task.

Outgoing Content

An option for specifying which nodes of the outbound nsXML message
should be generated for this agent. More details are given below.

Failed Email

An email template that is sent if the outbound message cannot be delivered
to its destination. Email templates must be defined via the Notifications
option of the Administration module.

Context Type

The type of agent. Service Link agents are “Service Tasks”, to allow the
agent to be used as an external task in a delivery plan. “Service Item” agents
are used to import the definition or data or service items as configured via
Service Item Manager.

Description

A detailed description of the agent. A full description here can assist with
supporting the integration.

Failed Email
The Failed Email notification can be generated in case an outbound message cannot be delivered. In
addition to the standard sets of namespaces available for all task-related Emails, Service Link Failed
Emails can include details about the message being generated at the time of the failure. Including these
namespaces in the Email template may help in diagnosing the problem. Details on available namespaces
are given in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog Designer Guide.
Failed email is not applicable to inbound messages; a notification is not generated when Service Link
fails to process an inbound message.

Outbound Message Content
The outbound adapter generates an nsXML message that is stored in the Service Catalog database. This
message is then subject to a transformation, and the resultant external message is delivered via the
specified adapter to the desired destination.
The format of the message is documented in Designing Integration with Adapter Development Kit and
by the corresponding XML schema available on the application server at
ISEE.war/WEB-INF/classes/nsxml.xsd. The complete message includes all information about the
service request. Such messages can get quite large (easily exceeding 500 K, depending on the number
of dictionaries and fields used in the service) and consequently consume large amounts of storage within
the database, as well as consuming significant amounts of CPU to produce.
To reduce resource consumption, Service Catalog offers the following options.
•

The Administration Setting to “Compress messages” can compress Service Link messages stored in
the database. This greatly reduces storage requirements, but potentially complicates
troubleshooting, since messages are no longer human readable by a DBA or support personnel.
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•

Service Link Message Purge scripts are available. These scripts can purge messages for completed
tasks from the transactional database. This reduces storage requirements for the messages in the
database. Details on using the Message Purge scripts are given in the Service Link Troubleshooting
and Administration.

•

The outgoing content can be configured to include only selected nodes of the nsXML message by
manipulating the “Outgoing message content” property. This reduces memory and CPU
requirements for processing outbound messages.

The default message content is “Data and parameters; no Service Details (small),” which generates a
nsXML message that does not include content nodes describing the service requested. Agent parameters
and transformation must be designed with the outgoing content type in mind, to ensure that all required
content is included in the nsXML message. Specifically, if eliminating the dictionary data from the
outbound message, agent parameters must be mapped to appropriate form fields (or constants). In cases
where a service has many form fields that are not needed for an external task, the XML size reduction
and associated CPU utilization reduction are substantial.
Outgoing content options are summarized in Outgoing Message Content – Options Table below.
Table 5-4

Outgoing Message Content – Options Table

Option

Description

All Message Details
(large)

The complete Service Link message is generated.

Data, Form and
Parameters
(medium-large)

Information about the service and its tasks is omitted. The message is
restricted to data (field values on the service form), form (complete
metadata about the dictionaries and fields on the service form) and
parameters (values supplied to agent parameters).

Data and Parameters
(medium)

The message is restricted to information about the requisition, all data
values entered on the service form and parameter values.

Data and Parameters; No The message is restricted to information about the requisition, all data
Service Details (small)
values entered on the service form and parameter values (the default). The
“small” option must be specified for the VMware adapter.
Only Parameters
(minimal)

The message is restricted to information about the requisition and the agent
parameters.

Adapter Selection
An agent may be configured to manage both outbound and inbound communications; just outbound
communications; or just inbound data. It is possible to use different adapter types for each direction, for
example, a database adapter could be used to write data outbound but that system would then respond
by writing files into a directory that would be read by an inbound file adapter.
Once an adapter type is chosen, subsequent pages of the wizard are adjusted to display properties
relevant to the adapter type and usage (outbound or inbound). Property values must be supplied as part
of the agent definition.
The End Points page of the Agent wizard (page 2 of 8) allows you to designate the adapters to be used
in the agent as well as any transformations to be applied to the outgoing or incoming message.
Transformations must have previously been defined using the Transformations subtab of the Manage
Integrations option.
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Figure 5-3

Table 5-5

End Points page of the Agent wizard

Creating Agents – End Point Properties Table

Setting

Description

Outbound Adapter

The default or custom adapter used for sending a message from Service
Catalog to the external system.

Outbound
Transformation

The transformation (or none) to apply to the nsXML message produced by
the outbound adapter, in order to generate an external message which can be
understood by the external system

Inbound Adapter

The adapter to be used for receiving messages from an external system, or
“Auto Complete” if no inbound message is expected.

Inbound
Transformation

A transformation (or none) to apply to the incoming message in order to
produce a nsXML message understood by the Business Engine; applicable to
Service Tasks only.

Properties applicable to each type of adapter are described later in this chapter. In fact, the next two pages
of the wizard, dedicated to configuring the outbound and inbound adapters, will vary, depending on
which adapter has been chosen. However, it is worth discussing two special cases: Dummy adapters and
the auto complete option.
Dummy adapters can be configured within an agent as either the outbound or inbound adapter. If a
dummy adapter is chosen, it means that the agent is only operating in a single direction. For example,
an agent configured with a dummy inbound adapter means that the agent is only responsible for
outbound communications. In turn, there could be a separate (inbound only) agent configured that would
be dedicated to updating and closing tasks.
The auto complete option is available only as the choice for the inbound adapter part of the agent. Its
effect is similar to choosing “Dummy adapter”, that is, the agent will only be managing outbound
communications. The key difference is that after the outbound communication associated with the task
has been sent, the task will automatically be completed and the rest of the delivery plan will continue to
be executed.

Using Agent Parameters
Agent parameters may be used in conjunction with both outbound and inbound adapters.
Parameter mappings specified as part of the agent definition provide default value to be used. These
mappings can be overridden on a service-by-service basis by editing the task definition for the service
in Service Designer.
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Outbound Request Parameters
Agent parameters used in an outbound message provide a way to supplement the content nodes in the
standard nsXML outbound message with additional data and to organize content nodes in an
easy-to-address format. The parameters are easily accessible via the XSL transformation, to allow their
inclusion in the external message.
Figure 5-4

Outbound Request Parameters

A parameter mapping is assigned by typing the source elements in the Service Data Mapping area, or by
building an expression by using the elements available in the drop-down lists to the left of the Parameter
Mappings pane. A mapping may consist of a combination of:
•

A constant value

•

A dictionary field on a service form

•

A nsXML element

•

A prebuilt function applied to one of the above elements

Mapping an agent parameter has the following advantages:
•

A transformation that extracts that parameter value does not need to refer to the name of the
dictionary field in which the value was supplied, but may refer simply to the agent parameter by
name. This encourages agent reuse across different services and dictionaries.

•

A smaller outbound message content type may be used, provided all other content required in the
message is supported, since parameters are included in all content types.

•

nsXML elements and XPATH operations that would not be accessible without using a
transformation can be included in the external message.

To an outbound parameter:
Step 1

On the Outbound Request Parameters page, click Add Mapping.
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The Edit Parameter Values dialog box appears at the bottom of the page.
Step 2

Enter a name for the parameter.
Parameter names can include spaces, but should not include special characters (such as “>” or “&”),
which have significance in XML messages.

Step 3

Specify the value/mapping for the parameter, using the guidelines given below.

Constant Values
Sometimes a constant value that is not dependent on the requisition or service details must be passed to
the external system. For example, if the system needs a name for the source of the external system,
“Service Catalog” can simply be typed as the Service Data Mapping (without the quotation marks).

Mapping to Outbound nsXML
Selected elements of the standard nsXML outbound message are available to be mapped to agent
parameters. These are summarized in the table below.
Table 5-6

Outbound nsXML Mappings

nsXML Element

Contents/Description

Customer

The login name of the customer for the requisition

Initiator

The login name of the requestor (initiator) of the requisition

requisition-entry-id

Number that uniquely identifies a service request within a requisition;
typically used to differentiate multiple services within a shopping cart

expected-cost

Transactional price for the service

expected-duration

Service standard duration

requisition-id

Number that uniquely identifies the requisition; referenced in My
Services and Service Manager

channel-id

Globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies an external task

Mapping Agent Parameter to Dictionary Field
To map an agent parameter to a dictionary field:
Step 1

Expand the Dictionaries node so that the “Select a dictionary” option appears.
Figure 5-5

Step 2

Mapping Agent Parameter to Dictionary Field

Click the Select a dictionary drop-down menu to display a list of all Service Catalog dictionaries.
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Figure 5-6

Step 3

Choose the dictionary containing the field to be mapped to the agent parameter. A list of all fields in the
dictionary appears.
Figure 5-7

Step 4

Select a dictionary drop-down

Fields in Dictionary

Click the field to be mapped to the agent parameter and drag it to the Service Data Mapping text area.
When the drag icon changes to a green check mark, release the mouse. A lightweight namespace for the
selected field appears.
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Figure 5-8

Lightweight Namespace

Since the agent is defined independent of a service, with the exception of grid dictionaries, any
dictionary field can be chosen. It is the responsibility of the service designer to ensure that the referenced
dictionary is, in fact, included in the service in which this agent is used.
For any integration that passes the contents of one or more grid dictionaries, you will need a
transformation to handle the rows in each grid dictionary, which are stored as multiple dictionary
instances. They follow the naming convention of “DictionaryName-n”, where n is the grid row number,
in the <data-values> section of the outbound nsXML. For example, if a grid dictionary named
VMOperation has two rows of data in the service request, the values are represented as below:
<data-values>
<data-value multi-valued="true">
<name>VMOperation-1.Name</name>
<value>vmgw01</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>VMOperation-1.GuestOS_Name</name>
<value>winNetStandardGuest</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>VMOperation-1.CPUCount</name>
<value>1</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>VMOperation-1.Memory</name>
<value>2048 MB</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="true">
<name>VMOperation-2.Name</name>
<value>vmgw01</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>VMOperation-2.GuestOS_Name</name>
<value>winNetStandardGuest</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
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<name>VMOperation-2.CPUCount</name>
<value>1</value>
</data-value>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>VMOperation-2.Memory</name>
<value>2048 MB</value>
</data-value>
</data-values>

There is no support for inbound agent parameter mapping and update to grid dictionary fields.

Applying a Prebuilt Function
Prebuilt functions can be applied to the mapped elements, so that the parameter value fits the semantics
or formatting requirements expected in the target system. For example, a field may be shortened, by
applying a substring function, if the data definition for the field in the target system accommodates fewer
characters than are maintained in Service Catalog. Prebuilt functions are summarized below and
explained in more detail in the Prebuilt Functions.
Table 5-7

Prebuilt Functions

Function

Usage/Description

trim

Trims leading or trailing spaces from the value; especially useful for form data and for
incoming messages from the database adapter, which encloses values in CDATA tags.

replace

Replaces all occurrences of one character or pattern with another.

substring

Selects a portion of the string, specified by a starting point and optional length.

lowerCase

Converts the value to all lower case.

upperCase

Converts the value to all capital letters.

length

Returns the number of characters in the string.

indexOf

Returns the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified substring.

lastIndexOf

Returns the index within this string of the last occurrence of the specified substring.

To apply a prebuilt function to an agent parameter:
Step 1

Expand the Prebuilt Functions node so that the function names appear.

Step 2

Highlight the function you want to use—notice that Help appears, explaining function usage, at the
bottom of the pane.
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Figure 5-9

Step 3

Drag the function into the Service Data Mapping box for the parameter. When the drag icon changes to
a green check mark, release the mouse.
Figure 5-10

Step 4

Prebuilt Functions

Green Check Mark

The function is defined, with $Parameter$ as a placeholder for the actual value.
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Figure 5-11

Step 5

Defined Function

Replace the placeholder with the dictionary field or element of the nsXML message to be used. You need
to drag the field or nsXML element to the Service Data Mapping text box, then manually edit the
parameter definition.
Figure 5-12

Edit Parameter Values

Adding Agent Parameters to Outbound nsXML
Agent parameters are added to the end of the outbound nsXML message. For example, agent parameters
shown below generate the nsXML snippet immediately following.
Figure 5-13

sXML snippet

<agent-parameter multi-valued="false">
<name>Initiator</name><value>ltierstein</value></agent-parameter>
<agent-parameter multi-valued="false">
<name>Transactional Price</name><value>0.0</value></agent-parameter>
<agent-parameter multi-valued="false">
<name>Customer</name><value>Customer</value></agent-parameter>
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Outbound Response Parameters
Outbound response parameters may be used in conjunction with an outbound http/web service adapter.
If the adapter's Process Response setting is true, the response to the original request is processed. That
response may include a “Send Parameters” message type. Parameters are defined as for Inbound Agent
Parameters.

Inbound Agent Parameters
When used in conjunction with an inbound “Send Parameters” message type, agent parameters allow the
external task to update the dictionary field to which the parameter is mapped.
Table 5-8

Inbound Agent Parameter Settings

Setting

Description

Parameter

The parameter name.

Dictionary Field

Select a dictionary field from the drop-down list that displays a list of all
dictionary fields. The field name is in the format:
DictionaryName.FieldName
without enclosing hash marks (#).

Mapping

A prebuilt function applied to derive the value that should be used to update
the specified dictionary field.

Mandatory

Check Mandatory if the field must be present in the Inbound message. This
check box is typically unchecked if a change is made to a service and the
parameter is no longer required. Obsolete parameters should not be deleted.

Managing Transformations
To manage a transformation:
Step 1

On the Manage Integrations tab, click the Transformations subtab.

Step 2

Click Transformation.
The Transformation page appears.
A transformation may be applied to either an outbound and inbound message, by designating the
Direction. Two transformations may need to be used for web services outbound messages—one is
applied to the outbound request and the second may be applied to a response to that request, if the
Process Response setting is turned on.
The Validate button parses the XSLT to ensure that the transformation is well-formed. If it is not (for
example, if an XML tag is misspelled or missing), a diagnostic message appears. You need to fix the
error before saving the transformation.
However, Service Link does not validate the transformation. For example, no error is detected if a
transformation refers to an element that does not exist in the source message; a well-formed XML
message would be produced, but it would not be valid for the target system. Therefore, a runtime error
would be produced if Service Link produced an external message that was not recognizable by the target
application or an inbound message that was not recognizable to the Business Engine.
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If you have access to an XML development environment and are familiar with its usage, it may be
efficient to use that environment to test the transformation. For an outbound transformation, simply copy
the nsXML produced by the agent (before you apply a transformation) into the XML development
environment and use this as the source XML. Once you have validated the transformation, copy and
paste the XSLT code into a Service Link transformation and associate it with the appropriate agent.
Alternatively, use the "Test" function on this page to quickly preview the output XML from the
transformation, especially if you are making a minor change to an existing transformation. Upon
clicking the Test button, a popup window is shown where you can paste the nsXML into the source XML
panel and exercise the transformation to get the output XML.
The process of manually developing and debugging a transformation is eliminated for outbound web
service integrations that are developed using the Integration Wizard. A transformation is automatically
created that will transform outbound nsXML into a format compatible with the specified WSDL for the
web service. However, if the wsdl or integration requirements change, you will need to follow the steps
outlined above to update the transformation.
Step 3

Provide values for the fields described in Transformation Settings Table below.
Table 5-9

Transformation Settings Table

Setting

Description

Name

A name for the transformation. Transformation names should be
descriptive of the nature of the interface. They may include the names of
the source and target systems, for example “Service Catalog To Remedy”.

Direction

Inbound or Outbound.

Description

A description of the transformation; required.

Format

The supported transformation formats are XST, JOLT, and FTL

Created By

Enter the creator of the transformation.

Created On

Enter when was the transformation created.

Updated By

Enter who updated the transformation.

Last Updated

Enter the date when the transformation was last updated.

Request subtab

The XSLT code which is applied to the nsXML message for outbound
adapters and to the external message for inbound adapters.

Response subtab

The XSLT code that is applied to the response received from an http/web
service request if the Process Response setting for the agent is set to true.

Step 4

Click Validate to check that the transformation contains well-formed XSL.

Step 5

Click Save.

Reviewing Agent Definitions and Property Sheets
You can review or revise any agent definition, whether the agent was created in Service Link or via the
Integration Wizard. Once the Agents subtab of the Manage Integrations tab appears, you can either:
•

Use the List pane on the left-hand side of the page and click the agent name.

•

Scroll through agent information listed on the right-hand side of the page and click the agent name.
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The Agent entry in the list pane is expanded. Click the property sheet for that portion of the agent
definition to be edited or reviewed. Once the property sheet appears, enter any changes and click Save
to save them.
Figure 5-14

Agent Entries

Clicking on the agent name provides an overview of the agent definition:
Figure 5-15

Agent Information

This page is read-only except for the button to Reset Agent Parameters.

Creating and Deploying a Service Link Agent
The procedure below shows the typical sequence of tasks required to deploy a Service Link integration
using a file adapter. It can also be used to validate a Service Link installation.
Step 1

From the Common Tasks area of the Service Link home page, select an agent that uses an outbound file
adapter by clicking the Agent wizard, filling in the location fields and supplying other outbound adapter
properties. (Details on these properties are explained in the File Adapter.)

Step 2

Start the agent by navigating to the Control Agents tab, locating the agent, choosing it by clicking the
mouse anywhere on that line except on the agent name (which is a link to the agent definition) and
clicking Start Selected at the upper right of the page. Did it start? If not, one of your Service Link
configuration settings is wrong or the Integration Server (ISEE) did not start correctly.

Step 3

Verify that the file directories you entered exist on the application server; if not, them. Assure that both
Service Catalog and the external application have appropriate access (write or read) to the directories. If
these conditions are not met, file transmission will fail at runtime.

Step 4

Go to Service Designer and a service to use this agent.

Step 5

Go to My Services and order the service.
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Step 6

If the requisition is created successfully, congratulations! the ISEE outbound queue is working. If you
get an “our apologies” page, the JMS queues are not working.

Step 7

Go to the Messages page, accessible from the View Transactions tab. If you see messages from the
requisition you just created, congratulations. Your message should have status of “Message sent”.

Step 8

Go to the outbound files directory (for example, C:\cisco\SL\OutboundFiles). If there is an XML file
there (verify the date time stamp of the XML file to make sure that it is a new one corresponding to your
requisition), your outbound trip for the file agent is completed. Congratulations! The outbound XML file
would be a valid nsXML message.

Step 9

For your requisition in the Message Type column, click the Execute Task link. The Message Details
page appears.

Step 10

Verify that the Requisition ID is correct. Copy the “Channel ID” from the message details screen.

Step 11

an XML file named SampleInbound.xml as follows. Where it says “insert your Channel ID here”, paste
the value of the Channel ID that you copied in the last step. (Leave the double-quotes intact).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="insert your Channel ID here">
<take-action action="done"/>
</message>

For example, after pasting the Channel ID value, the SampleInbound.xml file would look something
similar to the following:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<take-action action="done"/>
</message>

Step 12

Put the SampleInbound.xml file in the inbound files directory (for example, C:\cisco\SL\InboundFiles).

Step 13

When the File Agent polls for input, it will automatically pick up the inbound file. (The default setting
for the File Adapter's Polling Interval Time is every 10 seconds.) If the SampleInbound.xml file is
processed successfully, it will disappear from the directory.

Step 14

Go to the Messages page of the View Transactions tab and look for your requisition. If there is another
message for your requisition with the Type=Take Action, and the Status=Inbound Message Completed,
then you have achieved a roundtrip.

Step 15

Click the Requisition ID link to open the Requisition Status page. Verify that your requisition has the
status of “Closed (1 of 1 completed)”.

Configuring a Task to use a Service Link Agent
Once the agent has been defined, it can be used in a service by creating an external task whose workflow
invokes the agent. Once the workflow has been configured, you may review or override any agent
parameters defined for the included agent.

Creating an External Task
To direct a task to an external (third-party) application using a Service Link agent:
Step 1

Start Service Designer. Select the service that is to include the external task. Click the Plan tab.
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Step 2

You can use either the Tasks subtab or the Graphical Designer subtab to specify the external task.
•

Using the Tasks subtab for the service, define the task and place it in the correct sequence in the
delivery plan.

•

Using the Graphical Designer subtab, a task on the diagram, and place it in the correct sequence in
the diagram using the Associate tools. Double-click the task to display its property sheet.

Step 3

Using the Workflow Type drop-down list on the General tab, select the desired action from the
drop-down list. Note that it is the defined actions in the Service Link module and not the agent names
that are listed in this drop-down.

Step 4

Save the workflow/task plan. If you were using the Workflow Designer, return to the Tasks subtab.

Step 5

Once you have saved the external task, an ellipsis button appears next to the Workflow Type. Clicking
the ellipsis allows you to review the parameter mappings currently in effect for the agent (if any) or to
change these mappings for this specific service. Click the ellipsis button.
Figure 5-16

Step 6

Ellipsis Button Next to Workflow Type

The Agent Parameter Override popup window appears. Review the agent parameters or change the
mapping for one or more parameters. Be sure to click Apply as you change each parameter and Save
before closing the window.
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Figure 5-17

Step 7

Agent Parameter Override

You may wish to define a performer (person, queue, or functional position) on the Participants tab. The
calendar of that performing entity will then be used to calculate the Due Date of the task. If you do not
set a value on the Participants tab for external tasks, the calendar of the Default Service Queue is used
to calculate the Due Date. In this fashion, due dates are set in the plan and Service Catalog can calculate
delivery Operating Level Agreement (OLA) compliance for external tasks and compliance with the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) for services containing such tasks.

Synchronizing Agent Mappings and Service Definitions
When you and save a task that uses an agent, the agent parameter mappings specified for the agent are
automatically inherited by that individual task. As described above, a service designer may override any
of the agent mappings at the task level.
However, if the agent is subsequently modified, to include a different set of agent parameter mappings,
such changes are not automatically inherited by tasks that were previously defined to use the agent. Such
changes may include:
•

Adding an agent parameter

•

Deleting an agent parameter

•

Changing the mapping of an existing agent parameter

Propagating these changes to services that use the agent can be automated, by following the procedure
below:
Step 1

From the Service Link Manage Integrations tab, click the Agents subtab.

Step 2

Click the name of the agent whose parameter mappings have been changed.
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The Agent Information page appears.
Figure 5-18

Agent Information Page

Step 3

Choose the service or services whose agent parameter mappings need to be resynchronized with the
updated agent definition.

Step 4

Click Reset Selected Tasks. This button automatically resets all parameter mappings to their agent
defaults, so any task-specific mappings would need to be reapplied.

nsXML Messages
The transformation must not only contain well-formed XML, it must produce a well-formed and valid
nsXML message. All nsXML messages must conform to the nsXML schema (an XML document that
describes the structure of an XML document). The schema is available on the application server at
ISEE.war/WEB-INF/classes/xsl/nsxml.xsd.

Outbound nsXML Message
When an external task moves to a status of Ongoing, an outbound nsXML message is generated.
The generated nsXML for each message can be viewed in the Service Link module, by clicking on the
nsXML message in the Message Details page. It contains task related data as well as data associated with
the parent requisition.
The most important element within the nsXML is the channel-id, an ID that uniquely identifies the
external task. This ID is provided to the third-party system and needs to appear in their response if the
corresponding data update is to be successfully applied by the business engine.
The channel-id is formatted as a Globally Unique Identifier (GUID). GUIDs are most commonly written
in text as a sequence of hexadecimal digits such as:
3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301

This text notation consists of 5 sets of data, each separated by a hyphen. The GUID consists of 32
characters plus 4 hyphens, for a total length of 36 characters.
There are two outbound message types.
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task-started
The task-started message type is generated when an external task is started. A detailed description of the
elements of the task-started message is available in Designing Integration with Adapter Development
Kit.
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<task-started task-type="task">
<task>
.
.
.

task-canceled
The task-canceled message type is generated when the request which includes an external task is
cancelled. If the user is not allowed to cancel a request once the external task has been performed (via
the corresponding setting in the service's delivery plan), this message would never be generated. If,
however, canceling the request is allowed, the transformation used in the agent responsible for the
external task must be “smart enough” to handle both a task-started and task-canceled message. The
transformation would need to test for the task-canceled message type and to send an appropriate message
to the external system:
<xsl:if test="/message/task-started">
<-- Original XSLT goes here/>
</xsl:if>
<xsl:if test="/message/task-canceled">
<-- XSLT for the cancel message goes here/>
</xsl:if>

Inbound nsXML Message
Two types of operations are supported for inbound messages from the third-party system—requisition
operations and service item operations. Requisition operations are used for the update of request data
and task status. Service item operations are used for the addition, modification, deletion, and retrieval of
service items associated with the request. Certain operations may be combined in one inbound message,
known as a “Composite Message”. The details and restrictions for each operation are described in the
following sections.

Requisition Operations
The third-party system may send one or multiple inbound messages for an external task by referencing
the channel-id of the corresponding outbound message. The external task is completed when one of the
take-action operations is sent and this allows the next task in the authorization/delivery plan to proceed.
take-action
A take-action message may be applied to an authorization or delivery task, to change the status of the
task. The action attribute of the take-action tag identifies the action to be taken. Valid actions are
summarized in Take-action Messages Table below.
Table 5-10

Take-action Messages Table

Action

Task Type

Description

done

Delivery task

Mark the delivery task as completed.

cancel

Delivery task

Cancel the delivery task.
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Table 5-10

Take-action Messages Table

ok

Review task

Mark the review as completed.

reject

Authorization task

Reject the authorization.

approve

Authorization task

Approve the authorization.

When the last delivery task in a task plan is marked as done, the requisition is closed (completed). An
approval task can be marked as Approved or Rejected, by setting the “action” attribute of the take-action
tag to the corresponding value.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<take-action action="done"/>
</message>

send-parameters
Parameters are data elements that are bound to dictionary fields within the agent definition. The
send-parameters message type allows one or more specified parameters to be updated which, in turn,
updates the corresponding dictionary fields in the service. Using this type of inbound message is the
preferred way for the external system to update dictionary fields used in a service request.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<send-parameters>
<agent-parameter>
<name>Status</name>
<value>Resolved</value>
</agent-parameter>
<agent-parameter>
<name>ResolvedBy</name>
<value>Help Desk</value>
</agent-parameter>
</send-parameters>
</message>

add-comments
An add-comments message is used to add comments to the System Comments section of the requisition.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<add-comments>
<comment>Test Comment</comment>
</add-comments>
</message>

Service Item Operations
Service items are entities defined in Service Item Manager. Their lifecycles are associated with service
requests—from the point the service item instances are provisioned, to the point when they are
decommissioned. In the cases when the service item lifecycle events are handled by external systems,
service item data can be synchronized with Lifecycle Center via Service Link service item, update,
delete, and get messages. These message types are supported only through the web service-based Service
Item Listener Adapter (see the Service Item Listener Adapter).
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One or more service item types and service item instances can be included in these messages. Multiple
service item operations cannot be combined in a message. In other words, , update, or delete operations
have to be sent in separate inbound messages. Whenever an error condition is encountered, all the service
item operations in the same message are rolled back.
Service item attributes of datetime type must be specified in the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MI:SS or
YYYY-MM-DD. All times are stored as UTC time.
Service item subscriptions can be included optionally at the time a service item instance is created. If no
subscription information is provided in the operation, the item is assigned to the customer of the
requisition and that person's Home Organizational Unit. If values for either the customer login ID or
Organizational Unit name are specified in the subscription section of the message, those values are used
to override the default service item assignment. For more details about subscription processing rules, see
the Service Designer chapter in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog Designer Guide.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<>
<serviceitem>
<name>LaptopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">LT-LENVT60-17032</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Model">Thinkpad T60</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Brand">LENOVO</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Price">899.99</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Memory">3</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="ManufactureDate">2009-04-15
12:00:00</serviceItemAttribute>
<subscription>
<loginID>jsmith</loginID>
<ouname>Finance</ouname>
<accountName>account1</accountName>
<agreementName>agreement</agreementName>
</subscription>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
<serviceitem>
<name>DesktopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">DT-DELLV200-02274</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Model">Vostro 200</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Brand">DELL</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Price">755.99</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Memory">4</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="ManufactureDate">2010-03-01
12:00:00</serviceItemAttribute>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
</>
</message>
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update
In update messages, omitting a service item attribute results in no change to the attribute value. When
an attribute is explicitly specified in the message but contains no value, the value of the attribute for the
service item is set to blank for text fields and zero for numeric fields.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channelId="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<update>
<serviceitem>
<name>LaptopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">LT-LENVT60-6122</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Memory">4</serviceItemAttribute>
<subscription>
<loginID>dcohen</loginID>
</subscription>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
<serviceitem>
<name>DesktopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">DT-DELLV200-00394</serviceItemAttribute>
<subscription>
<loginID></loginID>
<ouname></ouname>
<accountName>account</accountName>
<agreementName>agreement1</agreementName>
</subscription>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
</update>
</message>

delete
Delete service item requests require only the names for the service item type and instance. Additional
service item attribute and subscription information is ignored.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channelId="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<delete>
<serviceitem>
<name>LaptopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">LT-TOSH900-0021</serviceItemAttribute>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
<serviceitem>
<name>DesktopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">DT-DELLV100-0394</serviceItemAttribute>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
</delete>
</message>

getRequest
The getRequest operation is used for retrieving service item instances. The channel-id and topic-id
attributes are optional, unlike the /update/delete service item requests. Each inbound message may
contain only one getRequest operation and within it, only one service item type. There is no logging of
the request as seen in the Service Link user interface.
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Service item instances are retrieved according to the search filters specified in the request XML, using
the service item attributes and subscription data (that is, Customer Login ID, Organizational Unit Name,
Account ID, and Agreement). Up to five filters may be used in a getRequest and they are interpreted as
AND joins. Search Filter Operators for getRequest Table below shows the operators that are supported
in search filters.
Table 5-11

Search Filter Operators for getRequest Table

Datatype

Supported Filter Operators

STRING(32)

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

STRING(128)

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

STRING(512)

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

INTEGER

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

MONEY

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

LONG INTEGER

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

DOUBLE FLOAT Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
StartsWith, EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo
DATE TIME

Equals, LessThan, LessThanOrEqualTo, GreaterThan, GreaterThanOrEqualTo,
EqualsIgnoreCase, isNull, isNotNull, Between, NotEqualsTo

The response data from the getRequest contains service item attribute names and values, as well as its
subscription information. The maximum number of records returned in each getRequest operation is
100. The next set of records can be retrieved by specifying the ‘startRow’ and ‘count’ elements in the
request. The startRow element indicates the beginning row number of the result set. The count element
indicates the number of records to be returned. The ‘startRow’ and ‘count’ values are defaulted to 1 and
100, respectively, if they are absent in the request XML. The value for count is limited to 100 for
performance reasons.
Here is an example of the getRequest XML:
<getRequest>
<serviceItemType>LaptopComputer</serviceItemType>
<startRow>1</startRow>
<count>1</count>
<subscription>
<loginID>jsmith</loginID>
<ouname>Finance</ouname>
</subscription>
<filters>
<!--1 to 5 repetitions:-->
<filter attributeName="Name" operator="Equals" value="LT-LENVT60-17032" />
<filter attributeName="Price" operator="GreaterThan" value="800"/>
<filter attributeName="ManufactureDate" operator="GreaterThan" value="2004-04-10"/>
</filters>
</getRequest>

Response for the above request:
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<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soap:Body xmlns:ns1="http://externaltask.api.newscale.com">
<response channel-id="CHANNELID not retrieved"
xmlns="http://externaltask.api.newscale.com">
<status-code>success</status-code>
<status-message>Service item data read successfully.</status-message>
<getResponse>
<serviceitem>
<name>LapTopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute
name="Name">LT-LENVT60-17032</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Brand">LENOVO</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Memory">3</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Model">Thinkpad T60</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Price">899.99</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="ManufactureDate">Fri Apr 16 00:00:00
GMT+05:30 2004</serviceItemAttribute>
<subscription>
<loginID>jsmith</loginID>
<ouname>Finance</ouname>
<accountID>1<<accountID>
<accountName>tenantaccount<accountName>
<agreementID>1<agreementID>
<agreementName>agreement<agreementName>
<requisitionID>0</requisitionID>
<requisitionEntryID>0</requisitionEntryID>
<assignedDate>2012-07-20T05:21:29.187+05:30</assignedDate>
<submittedDate>2012-07-20T05:17:21.503+05:30</submittedDate>
</subscription>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
</getResponse>
</response>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

getDefinitionRequest
The getDefinitionRequest operation is used for retrieving the metadata or definition of a service item
type. Like the getRequest operation, the channel-id and topic-id attributes are optional. Each inbound
message may contain only one getRequestDefinition operation, and within it, only one service item type.
There is no logging of the request as seen in the Service Link user interface.
Here is an example of the service item getDefinitionRequest:
<getDefinitionRequest>
<serviceItemType>LaptopComputer<serviceItemType>
<getDefinitionRequest>

Response for the above request:
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<soap:Body xmlns:ns1="http://externaltask.api.newscale.com">
<response channel-id="" xmlns="http://externaltask.api.newscale.com">
<status-code>success</status-code>
<status-message>Service item definition read successfully.</status-message>
<getDefinitionResponse>
<serviceItemDef>
<name>LaptopComputer</name>
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<classification>Laptops</classification>
<displayName>LaptopComputer</displayName>
<serviceItemProperty name="Name" type="string" />
<serviceItemProperty name="Model" type="string" />
<serviceItemProperty name="Brand" type="string" />
<serviceItemProperty name="Price" type="real64" />
<serviceItemProperty name="Memory" type="sint32" />
<serviceItemProperty name="ManufactureDate" type="datetime" />
</serviceItemDef>
</getDefinitionResponse>
</response>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

Composite Messages
The above message types can be combined in a single inbound message. Such a combination is known
as a “composite” message. The order of execution matters; you must send the parameters or add
comments before including the take-action tag, and place the service item operation tags last.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301">
<add-comments>
<comment>Task closed per override …</comment>
</add-comments>
<send-parameters>
<agent-parameter>
<name>Status</name>
<value>Resolved</value>
</agent-parameter>
</send-parameters>
<take-action action="done"/>
<update>
<serviceitem>
<name>LaptopComputer</name>
<serviceItemData>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Name">LT-LENVT60-6122</serviceItemAttribute>
<serviceItemAttribute name="Memory">4</serviceItemAttribute>
<subscription>
<loginID>dcohen</loginID>
</subscription>
</serviceItemData>
</serviceitem>
</update>
</message>

SIM Import Messages
A Service Item Manager (SIM) Import message type supports importing service item and standards
definitions and data from an external system into Service Catalog. Unlike the service item /update/delete
operations, SIM import is based on the File Adapter protocol which polls for incoming files located in
a specific directory. In addition to service item instance operations, SIM Import also supports the
maintenance of service item groups and service item types. For details on Service Item Manager imports,
see the Cisco Prime Service Catalog Designer Guide.
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Inbound JSON Message
Starting from the 12.0.1 release, Prime Service Catalog supports JSON inbound messages using FTL
transformation. The JSON inbound message is supported only for File and HTTP/WS adapters. To
achieve this write a FTL transformation which maps the custom JSON to nsXML. For more details on
writing FTL transformation see http://freemarker.org/.
For more details on HTTP/WS Adapter and File Adapter, see HTTP/WS Adapter, page 5-51 and File
Adapter, page 5-49.
Following are the operations that can be performed on a requisition using HTTP/WS adapter and File
adapter:
•

Add Comments

•

Adding Parameters

•

Updating Values

•

Completing Delivery Task

•

Review Task

•

Approve Task

•

Reject Task

Each of the operations are explained in detail below:
add-comments
An add-comments message is used to add comments to the System Comments section of the requisition.

Example JSON Payload
{
"key":"CF04ECC6-1868-4D7B-9C83-463054C27453",
"message":"Adding comment to requisition”,
}

Corresponding Example Transformation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="${root.key}">
<add-comments>
<comment>${root.message}</comment>
</add-comments>
</message>

Where,
represents org.json.JSONObject of the incoming JSON string.

•

${root}

•

${root.key}

•

${root.message}

corresponds to the channel-id/key attribute from the JSON payload.
corresponds to the message attribute to be added to the requisition.

add-parameters
Parameters are data elements that are bound to dictionary fields within the agent definition. The
add-parameters message type allows one or more specified parameters to be added which, in turn, add
the corresponding dictionary fields in the service. Using this type of inbound message is the preferred
way for the external system to update dictionary fields used in a service request.
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Example JSON Payload
{
"key":"150A3FB7-5E2B-486B-8288-D197506A9762",
"param":"Param1",
"value":29
}

Corresponding Example Transformation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="${root.key}">
<send-parameters>
<agent-parameter>
<name>${root.param}</name>
<value>${root.value}</value>
</agent-parameter>
</send-parameters>
</message>

Where,
represents org.json.JSONObject of the incoming string.

•

${root}

•

${root.key}

•

${root.param}

corresponds to the parameter attribute.

•

${root.value}

is the value of the parameter to be added.

corresponds to the channel-id/key attribute from the JSON payload.

update-values
The update-value message type allows one or more specified parameters to be updated with a new value.

Example JSON Payload
{
"key":"150A3FB7-5E2B-486B-8288-D197506A9762",
"param":"D.Age",
"value":65
}

Corresponding Example Transformation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="${root.key}">
<update-data>
<data-value multi-valued="false">
<name>${root.param}</name>
<value>${root.value}</value>
</data-value>
</update-data>
</message>
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Where,
represents org.json.JSONObject of the incoming string.

•

${root}

•

${root.key}

•

${root.param}

corresponds to the parameter attribute.

•

${root.value}

is the value of the parameter to be added.

corresponds to the channel-id/key attribute from the JSON payload.

update-multiple-values
The update-value message type allows multiple specified parameters to be updated with a new value.

Example JSON Payload
{
"key":"EE44AB32-6940-4423-A3A8-46EFDE8ED054",
"keypair":{"param":"D.Country",
"values":[{"value":"China"},
{"value":"US"}]
}
}

Corresponding Example Transformation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="${root.key}">
<update-data>
<data-value multi-valued="true">
<name>${root.keypair.param}</name>
<#assign x=root.keypair.values.length()>
<#list 1..x as i>
<value>${root.keypair.values.get(.vars.i - 1).get("value")}</value>
</#list>
</data-value>
</update-data>
</message>

take-action
A take-action message may be applied to an authorization or delivery task, to change the status of the
task. The action attribute of the take-action tag identifies the action to be taken. Valid actions are
summarized in table below..
Table 5-12

Take-action Messages Table

Action

Task Type

Description

done

Delivery task

Mark the delivery task as completed.

ok

Review task

Mark the review as completed.

reject

Authorization task

Reject the authorization.

approve

Authorization task

Approve the authorization.

When the last delivery task in a task plan is marked as done, the requisition is closed (completed). An
approval task can be marked as Approved or Rejected, by setting the “action” attribute of the take-action
tag to the corresponding value.
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Example JSON Payload
{
"key":"19E2A5E6-40EA-43AC-9D73-5FDEFF8C28FB",
"action":”ok”, "action":”approve”, "action":”reject
}

Corresponding Example Transformation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message channel-id="${root.key}">
<take-action action="${root.action}">
</take-action>
</message>

Where,
represents org.json.JSONObject of the incoming string.

•

${root}

•

${root.key}

•

${root.action}

corresponds to the channel-id/key attribute from the JSON payload.
is the task type.

Transformations and nsXML
Outbound nsXML messages will typically be quite large and complex, often in excess of 500 KB.
Although it is not mandatory to use transformations to alter the message format, it is unlikely that
external systems would be configured to read nsXML. Consequently using transformations to alter the
outbound message formats is normally unavoidable.
However as formats for inbound messages will probably be negotiated with those responsible for the
third-party system, it is quite possible that a specification could be agreed that aligns closely to the
nsXML message formats. If this is the case, the Inbound transformation could be much simpler than the
corresponding outbound one.
Although we refer to XSL Transformations (XSLT), the technology used is actually called eXtensible
Stylesheet Language and also includes XPATH. XPATH is a language for finding information and
navigating through elements and attributes in an XML document. XPATH includes built-in functions for
string values, numeric values, date and time comparison, sequence manipulation, Boolean values and
other methods.

Monitoring Service Link Transactions
There are multiple ways to monitor Service Link usage:
•

The Service Link home page shows a graph of message volume over the last 30 days and provides
Common Tasks and the View Transactions tab to access other monitoring options.
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•

The option to view Recent Failed Messages, also on the Service Link home page, shows all messages
that could not be delivered.

•

The option to view Messages, accessible from the View Transactions tab, shows all messages sent
to or received by Service Link, and allows administrators to filter and search to show messages of
interest.

•

The option to view External Tasks, accessible from the View Transactions tab, shows all tasks that
remain ongoing because a Service Link message could not be delivered, and allows administrators
to filter and search to show tasks of interest.

All Service Link monitoring/administration pages are displayed using configurable “data tables”. The
appearance of these tables (the columns displayed, the width of each column and the order in which data
is presented) can be customized. In addition, Filter and Search capabilities allow administrators to view
only those rows which are of interest.
Rate limiting easily throttle REST calls, and prevents distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) security
threats from malicious users. Application level rate limiting also effectively balances load. See
Configuring Rate Limits for REST API Requests.

Viewing Messages from the Service Link Home Page
The Recent Failed Messages pane of the Service Link home page displays Service Link messages that
could not be delivered to their destination within the past 30 days. By default, messages are displayed in
reverse chronological order based on the date and time when they were sent.
Figure 5-19

Failed Messages

Click one of the column links in the Failed Messages grid to view associated information:
Table 5-13

Service Link Failed Messages Clickable Columns

Column

Link

Message Type

Message details on Service Link Message Details popup pages

Req ID

Requisition details

Agent

Agent details in Service Link Agents page
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The Messages page, available from the View Transactions tab, allows you to view all messages, both
inbound and outbound, regardless of their status; to explicitly filter the messages that appear on the page;
and to search messages which fit specified search criteria.

Viewing Messages
The Messages page displays all or selected Service Link messages, depending on which filters have been
set. By default, completed messages are not displayed. To display the Messages page, click the View
Transactions tab from the Service Link home page. Then click the Messages subtab. The View Failed
Messages link in the Common Tasks area of the Service Link home page also displays the Messages
page, with a filter set to show only messages with a status of “Failed”.
The Messages page appears, as shown below.
Figure 5-20

Table 5-14

Messages Page

Service Link Messages Clickable Columns

Column

Link

Message Type

Message details on the Service Link Message Details popup pages.
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Table 5-14

Service Link Messages Clickable Columns

Status Text

For failed messages, a link is available to the error messages written to the
adapter-specific log file and the server log. See the Service Link
Troubleshooting and Administration for more details.

Req ID

Requisition details.

Agent

Agent details in the Service Link Agents page.

Task Subject

Task details in Service Manager.

Message Details
The Message Details popup pages allows you to view both the Service Catalog and external messages.
This page also displays the channel Id, which uniquely identifies the task in this requisition. You can use
this Id when working out issues with the third-party system.
Figure 5-21

Message Details Page

Click one of the tabs on the Message Details popup page to view associated information.
Table 5-15

Service Link Message Details Subtabs

Column

Link

Message Details

Details about the message.
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Table 5-15

Service Link Message Details Subtabs

nsXML Message

For outbound messages, the message produced by the Business Engine, to
be processed (transformed) by the Service Link agent; for inbound
messages, the message received from the external system, transformed by
the agent transformation (if any), and to be processed by the Business
Engine.

External System
Message

For outbound messages, the message after the transformation associated
with the agent has been applied; for inbound messages, the message as it
was received from the external system.

Filter and Search
You can use the search functionality to view a subset of messages, for example, all messages with a
Failed status. Search allows you to specify one of the columns in the Messages window as the search
target and to select or type a value to be matched.
Click Filter and Search (at the top of the Messages page).
Figure 5-22

Filter and Search

The Filter and Search dialog box also allows you to:
•

Filter a particular column by using any relational operator appropriate for the semantics of that
column. For example, a date range may be chosen, or any status not equivalent to the specified status
can be chosen.

•

Filter by the logical ‘AND’ of all criteria specified for columns.

The Filter and Search dialog box is non modal. You can fill out the desired criteria and click Apply to
view the results of the current settings. If required, simply adjust the settings and Apply again.
Remember that you can also display the messages in ascending or descending order by any column, or
change the columns that are displayed by using the techniques.
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Resending Failed Messages
During Service Link development, you may generate many messages that fail to be delivered because of
errors in the agent or transformation configuration. These messages should not be resent. Similarly,
messages generated via a Service Item Import task should not be resent—the import file format should
be adjusted, and the import task tried again.
In a production environment, however, messages may fail to be delivered because of an outage of the
external system or other external factor that can be corrected. Once the cause of the delivery failure has
been corrected, failed messages can be resent.
To resend failed messages:
Step 1

In the Messages page of the View Transactions tab, click the row containing the Failed message or
messages.

Step 2

In the bottom left corner of the Messages page, click Resend Message.

Service Link will attempt to resend the message to its designated destination. If the resend succeeds, the
message status and date are updated, and the resend date is recorded and displayed in the Resent On
column.
Transformations are not reapplied while resending a message. The agent tries to send the already
transformed message to its destination.
Resending of failed inbound messages for service item operations is not supported. The process attempts
to retry task actions. Hence the destination for those messages is the Business Engine, not the Service
Item import processor.

Viewing External Tasks
To view External Tasks:
Step 1

From the Service Link home page, click View Transactions. Then click the External Tasks subtab.
The External Tasks page appears, as shown below.
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Figure 5-23

Step 2

External Tasks Page

Click one of the following column links to view associated information.

:

Table 5-16

Service Link External Tasks Clickable Columns

Column

Link

Task Subject

Task details in Service Manager

Req ID

Requisition overview in My Services

Agent Name

Agent details in the Service Link Agents page

Filter and Search
Like the Messages display, the External Tasks page offers the ability to customize the columns and order
of data displayed in the data table and to filter and search on that data.
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Figure 5-24

filter and Search

Sending a Manual Message
A task that has been started and is expecting to receive an inbound message is in an “Ongoing” state.
The incoming message will typically update the task or change its status. No subsequent tasks in the
requisition's delivery plan can be performed until a message is received and the task is completed. If you
suspect (or can confirm by conferring with administrators of the external system) that the expected
message has already been sent, but has somehow been “lost”, you can emulate receipt of the message by
sending a manual message.
Manual messages cannot be used to emulate failed service item operations.

Note

Use this feature carefully. This feature overrides all the communication protocols in the system, and
using it may leave artifacts in the third-party system to which Service Link may no longer be able to
respond. Also, if you use this feature to cancel a requisition, for example, Service Link will not notify
the interested parties, so you will have to follow up on your own.
To send a manual message to the Business Engine:

Step 1

From the Service Link Home page, click View Transactions. Then click External Tasks.
The External Tasks page appears.

Step 2

In the bottom left corner of the External Tasks page, click the line containing the task for which you want
to send a manual message.

Step 3

Click Send Manual Message.
The Send Manual Message dialog box appears, as shown below.
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Figure 5-25

Step 4

Send Manual Message

Click the button corresponding to the type of message you want to send—Add Comment, Add
Parameter, Update Values or Take Action.
Table 5-17

Action and Description

Action

Description

Add Comment

Send an add-comments message, to add a system comment to the
requisition.

Add Parameter

Send a send-parameters message. Modify one or more inbound agent
parameter values and the value of the corresponding dictionary field to
which the parameter is bound.

Update Values

Send a message to modify the contents of the specified dictionary field.
(This message type is provided primarily for backward compatibility with
previous versions; field contents should typically be updated via inbound
agent parameters.)

Take Action

Send a take-action message. Mark the task as done (completed) or
canceled; approve or reject an authorization; or mark a review as OK.

Step 5

Respond to the associated popup dialog boxes (turn off your popup blocker) for the message type chosen.
This will populate the message window with a well-formed XML message of the appropriate type. An
<add-comments> message will also be included, to indicate that this message was not received through
normal channels, but manually generated.

Step 6

If desired, you may edit the generated message. When you have constructed the entire message, click
Send. An inbound message is sent to the Business Engine.
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Republishing Service Link Messages
In the rare occasion of extended outage or incorrect configurations of the Service Link application,
external tasks might not have corresponding outbound messages created in Service Link.
Once the underlying issue is resolved in Service Link and the application is up and running again, the
problem external tasks can be republished to Service Link to allow the outbound messages to be created
and the delivery process to resume.
To republish outbound messages:
Step 1

From the Service Link Home page, click View Transactions. Then click Message Republish.

Step 2

On the left-hand pane, enter the Requisition ID for the requests which have one or more missing
outbound Service Link messages. All authorization and delivery tasks associated with the requisition are
evaluated and only those tasks that require republishing are processed for outbound message creation.
Up to 20 requisitions can be entered at a time.

Step 3

Click Republish.

Step 4

Review the processing status on the right-hand pane once the republish process is completed.

Managing Service Link Adapters
All Service Link adapters support nsXML as the data exchange format. For more information about the
nsXML format, see Designing Integration with Adapter Development Kit.
All poller-based adapters support processing on only one message per invocation.
The Service Link Adapters installed in all application instances are:
•

Dummy Adapter

•

Database Adapter

•

File Adapter

•

HTTP/WS Adapter

•

JMS Adapter

•

MQ Adapter

•

Service Item Listener Adapter

•

Web Service Listener Adapter

•

Cloud Resource Manager Adapter

In addition to these adapters, Service Link supports an Auto-Complete Adapter.
Additional adapters may be installed and configured using the Service Link Adapter Development Kit
(ADK). Any such custom adapters also appear on the Adapters page, and their properties may be
reviewed. For details on building and installing custom adapters, see Designing Integration with Adapter
Development Kit.
The following sections describe these adapters.
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Auto-Complete Adapter
The Auto-Complete adapter allows an agent to send an outbound message and to mark the task as
complete without waiting to receive an acknowledgement from the external system. If the outbound
message is successfully sent (for example, a file is written to the specified directory by an outbound file
adapter), the auto-complete adapter generates an incoming message for the same task. That incoming
message has the message type “take-action”. This message is processed normally by the Business
Engine, marking the action as done and completing the external task.

Dummy Adapter
The Dummy Adapter is a placeholder. It can be used in several processing scenarios:
•

Using the dummy adapter as the inbound adapter allows an external task initiated by Service Link
to remain in Ongoing status.

•

Using the dummy adapter as an outbound adapter and the auto-complete adapter as the inbound
adapter allows service designers to implement Auto-Complete Agents in external tasks. The task can
then be used in part of the workflow, for example, to generate an email to participants, or to close a
request which has no other tasks. This combination can also be used to verify if communications
between Service Catalog and Service Link are working correctly.

Database Adapter
The Database (DB) adapter uses one or more tables in a database to pass data between Service Catalog
and external applications.

Database Connection
Inbound and outbound database adapters are capable of communicating with any JDBC-compliant
relational database that supports ANSI-standard SQL. Valid connection criteria must be provided, as
well as the JDBC URL, and a database driver. If the external database is SQLServer or Oracle,
Cisco-provided drivers may be used. Drivers available from Cisco are:
com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver

The JDBC URL has the format:
jdbc:sqlserver://<host>:<port>;databaseName=<db_name>;selectMethod=direct;sendStringParame
tersAsUnicode=true
jdbc:oracle:thin:@<host>:<port>:<SID>
jdbc:oracle:thin:@//<host>:<port>/<service_name>

where
•

dbtype is sqlserver or oracle

•

host is the name of the database server

•

port is the port through which to connect to the database; typically 1433 for SQLServer and 1521
for Oracle

•

The database name must be specified for SQLServer; the SID (System Identifier) and service name
must be specified for Oracle
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EXAMPLES:
jdbc:sqlserver://mysqlserver.cisco.com:1433;databaseName=RequestCenter;selectMethod=direct
;sendStringParametersAsUnicode=true
jdbc:oracle:thin:@myoracle.cisco.com:1521:DEVRC
jdbc:oracle:thin:@//myoracle.cisco.com:1521/PRODRC

A user-supplied driver may be used if supporting jar files are installed on the directory
ISEE.war/WEB-INF/lib in the Service Catalog directory structure.
Step 1

Obtain the appropriate third-party JDBC driver. For example, the Sybase JDBC Driver can be
downloaded from Sybase's website.

Step 2

Copy any required jars to the ISEE.war/WEB-INF/lib folder.

Step 3

Modify the Agent settings to use the custom driver and the correct JDBC URL format. For example, the
format for the JDBC URL for the Sybase driver is:
jdbc:sybase:Tds:host:port/database

Step 4

Restart the Service Link and Service Catalog services.

The format of the JDBC Url may also be influenced by the application server on which Service Link is
deployed. For example, a possible JDBC URL to establish a connection to SQLServer database from a
WebSphere application server would be:
jdbc:sqlserver://<host>:<port>;databaseName=<db_name>;selectMethod=direct;sendStringParame
tersAsUnicode=true

Inbound Properties
When the database adapter is used as an inbound adapter, the agent properties include a SQL statement
to be executed against the specified database connection. The SQL is typically a select command which
returns a set of rows. These rows are then formatted into an external XML message. The message must
be transformed via an inbound transformation (specified in the agent) into a valid nsXML inbound
message. That message is, in turn, passed to the Business Engine. If the Business Engine finds an open
task identified by the Channel ID specified in the inbound message, the inbound message is processed
and the specified action taken.
The Property sheet for the database inbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“DBInboundAdapter”.
Table 5-18

DB Adapter Inbound Properties

Property

Description

DBPassword

Password for the specified user.

DBUserName

Database user name.

InboundSql

The SQL statement to be executed for the inbound transaction. This should
be a SELECT statement that returns a set of rows. Transactional SQL (that
is, a procedure) is not supported.
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Table 5-18

DB Adapter Inbound Properties (continued)

Property

Description

InboundSuccessSql

The SQL to be executed on success of the inbound transaction, typically a
SQL update or delete statement which marks the current row as
successfully processed.

InboundFailureSql

The SQL to be executed on failure of the inbound transaction typically a
SQL update or delete statement which marks the current row as
successfully processed.

JDBCUrl

JDBC URL to connect to the database.

JDBCDriverClass

The class name of the driver to be used to connect to the database.

Inbound Message and Work Flow
The process flow for the inbound database adapter is shown below:
Figure 5-26

Process Flow for Inbound Database Adapter
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For each row in the result set, the adapter generates an XML message with the following structure:
•

The root element of the message is <inbound-results>.

•

The required child element is <row>. Each message has exactly one <row> element.

•

Each <row> element has multiple <column> elements, one for each column included in the
InboundSQL statement specified for the adapter.

•

The <row> element has attributes for the column name (<name>) and JDBC data type (<type>; 12
for character and 1 for numeric).

•

The value of each <column> element is the value returned for the corresponding column in the SQL
statement.

For example, the SQL statement
SELECT channel-id, task, status, processType FROM rcInterface
WHERE status = 'UPDATED'
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might yield an XML stream like the following:
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<inbound-results>
<row>
<column name="channel-id" type="12" >
"3F2504E0-4F89-11D3-9A0C-0305E82C3301"
</column>
<column name="task" type="12" >Task</column>
<column name="status" type="12" >UPDATED</column>
<column name="processtype" type="1" >null</column>
</row>
</inbound-results>

A transformation must then be applied to this XML stream to produce a valid nsXML inbound message.
For example, a transformation which would complete an ongoing task might include the following code:
<xsl:template match="/inbound-results/row">
<xsl:variable name="status" select="column[@name='status']" />
<xsl:choose>http://www.w3schools.com/xsl
<xsl:when test="$status='Complete'">http://www.w3schools.com/xsl
<message>http://training2.cisco.com/RequestCenter
<xsl:attribute name="channel-id">
<xsl:value-of select="column[@name='channel-id']" />
</xsl:attribute>http://training2.cisco.com/ServiceLink
<take-action action="done" />
</message>
<xsl:otherwise>
.
.
.

The Business Engine processes the resultant nsXML message. If the message was applied successfully,
the SuccessSQL specified in the agent is executed. The SuccessSQL typically updates the columns in
the source table that caused the row to be selected for processing, so that the row will not be found again
in the next polling interval. To specify that Service Link should update the current row, identify the
column or columns that comprise the row's unique identifier. Those columns must have been included
in the inbound SQL statement. For example:
UPDATE rcInterface
SET status = 'DONE'
WHERE channel-id = #channel-id#

Similarly, the FailureSQL is executed if the Business Engine failed to apply the nsXML message-for
example, if an error occurred during processing of the message. The FailureSQL typically updates the
status of the current row to indicate that the row was not correctly processed. For example:
UPDATE rcInterface
SET status = 'FAILED'
WHERE channel-id = #channel-id#

Outbound Properties
When the database adapter is used as an outbound adapter, it provides a “staging table” style interface
between Service Catalog and the external system. The nsXML outbound message which is provided to
the agent by the Business Engine must be transformed into an external message containing one or more
SQL statements. These SQL statements are then executed in the specified database, using the specified
connection.
The Property sheet for the DB outbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“DBOutboundAdapter”.
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Table 5-19

DB Adapter Outbound Properties

Property

Description

DBPassword

Database User password

DBUserName

Database user name

JDBCUrl

JDBC URL to connect to the database

JDBCDriverClass

The class name of the specific driver to be used to connect to the database

Outbound Message and Workflow
The outbound message produced by the XSLT transformation must have the format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<outbound-message>
<execute-sql-list>
<execute-sql> SQLStatement
</execute-sql>
</execute-sql-list>
</outbound-message>

The message can contain multiple SQL statements, each within an <execute-sql> tag. These statements
typically insert or update rows in SQL tables. Any SQL statement supported by the JDBC driver
specified for the adapter can be used. Stored procedures (in SQLServer Transact-SQL or Oracle
PL/SQL) are not supported, although the SQL statement can include user-defined functions. Since each
external task is uniquely identified by a Channel ID, the target table for the outbound SQL statement
must include a column for the Channel ID in order for that task to be updateable by an inbound message.

File Adapter
The File Adapter provides support for reading files from a specified directory or writing files to a
specified directory.
•

The adapter cannot be configured for processing files from multiple directories or sub directories of
a specified directory.

•

The oldest file of a set of files of a directory would be processed by an inbound file adapter when
invoked.

•

Only one agent should be configured for a specified directory to process the files.

•

The directories (locations) specified must be on the file system of the application server where
Service Catalog is installed or accessible from the application server. All directories must be on the
same physical device, since files are moved from one directory to another as Service Link processing
proceeds.

File Adapter Inbound Properties
Following are the properties with the default values for the File Adapter.
The Property sheet for the File inbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“FileInboundAdapter”.
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Table 5-20

File Adapter Inbound Properties

Property

Description

BackupLocation

Location where the files are backed up after they have been processed,
if the Final Resolution or OnError property is “Preserve”.

BackupSuffix

File extension for the backup files; default is .bak.

FileLocation

Location (directory) that is polled for inbound files to be read; a unique
location should be used for each inbound file adapter.

FileNameDateFormat

Date format for the files; default is .yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS.

FinalResolution

Action to take on the file after transaction completion. Options are:
•

Preserve – Moves the file to the backup location

•

Delete – Deletes the file

default is Preserve.
OnError

Action to take on the file when an error occurs. Options are:
•

Preserve – Moves the file to the backup location

•

Delete – Deletes the file

default is Preserve.
TempLocation

Temporary folder used for processing inbound files.

File Adapter Outbound Properties
The outbound file adapter produces an XML file on the specified file location. The name of the file
contains the channel-id, a unique identifier for the external task that included the agent and created the
message. The file name ends with the date format specified as an outbound property.
The Property sheet for the File outbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“FileOutboundAdapter”.
Table 5-21

File Adapter Outbound Properties

Property

Description

BackupLocation

Outbound files backup location; may be any valid file system directory
accessible from the application server.

BackupSuffix

File extension for the backup files; default is .bak.

ConflictResolution

Action to take in case of conflict in the outbound file names. Options are:
•

Preserve – Moves the file to the backup location

•

Delete – Deletes the file

Default is Rename.
FileLocation

Location to which the file is written; may be any directory accessible from
the application server.

FileNameDateFormat

Date format for the file name; default is: .yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS.
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Table 5-21

File Adapter Outbound Properties

OnError

Action to take on the file when an error occurs. Options are:
•

Preserve – Moves the file to the backup location

•

Delete – Deletes the file

Default is Preserve.
TempLocation

Temporary folder used for processing the outbound file.

HTTP/WS Adapter
The HTTP/WS adapter is used to send or receive HTTP requests or web service requests and responses.
HTTPS is also supported.
The use of a proxy server in connecting to the web service is not supported.
When used to call web services, only synchronous calls are possible. The outbound transformation must
be written in a way to produce an external message that is compliant to the web service standard. For
SOAP-based web services, appropriate SOAP header and SOAP body elements should be included

Outbound Properties
The HTTP/WS Adapter outbound properties specify the behavior of the outbound adapter.
The HTTP/WS Adapter Outbound Properties table for the http/ws outbound adapter prefixes the
property names given below with “HttpOutboundAdapter”.

Table 5-22

HTTP/WS Adapter Outbound Properties

Property

Description

WsdlURL

The URL of the wsdl that includes the operation to be performed; used
only with the Integration Wizard.

WsdlOperation

The operation to be performed by the web service; documentation only
except when using the Integration Wizard. A drop-down list of all
operations included in the specified WSDL is available.

RoutingURL

URL to route all outbound messages to be posted; the web service end
point.

AcceptUntrustedURL

Option to allow accepting untrusted certificates from external systems;
default is true.

ContentType

Content type; default is text/xml; charset=ISO- 8859-1.

TimeOut

Timeout to get the http url connection; default is 180,000 microseconds.

ProcessResponse

Option to treat the result of the post or the response to a SOAP message
as an inbound message; default is false.
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Table 5-22

HTTP/WS Adapter Outbound Properties (continued)

Property

Description

RequestHeaders

Any custom header parameters that must be included in the HTTP request
header, typically in the form of name-value pairs, with parameters
separated by ampersands (&). For example, a SOAPAction might be
entered in the format:
SOAPAction=Op
A SOAPAction and a custom header called “referrer” might be entered in
the format:
SOAPAction=Op&referrer=www.test.com

AuthenticationScheme

The type of authentication to be used to request the web service or post
to the URL; options are basic, anonymous, digest, or NTLM; details
explanations of these options are given below.

AuthenticationScopeHost

The host to which the authentication credentials apply. May be left empty
if credentials are applicable to any host.

AuthenticationScopePort

The port to which the authentication credentials apply. May be left empty
if credentials are applicable to any port.

AuthenticationScopeRealm The realm to which the authentication credentials apply. May be left
empty if credentials are applicable to any realm.
Username

User name for authentication to the target system.

Password

Password for authentication to the target system.

Host

Host credential that may be required for some authentication schemas
(like NTLM).

Domain

Domain credential that may be required for some authentication schemas.
NTLM does not use the concept of realms. The authentication domain
should be specified as the value of the ‘realm’ attribute. May be left
empty if credentials are applicable to any domain.

SaveRefField

Boolean used when ProcessResponse is true. Indicates that the response
will contain a field which the external system uses as a unique identifier
(or TopicID) for this task; see the Response to the http/ws Request for
more information.

RefFieldXPath

The XPath expression in the response that identifies the reference field
(Topic ID).

RefFieldPattern

A regular expression to be applied to be reference field.

CancelIdentifierXPath

The XPath expression whose presence specifies that an ongoing task
should be canceled.

method

The HTTP method to be applied for sending the message. The four
supported methods are: POST, GET, DELETE, PUT. For SOAP-based
web services, always use POST.

AppendUsernamePassword This setting is used for RESTful web services only. When it is set to true,
the username and password are appended to the request header for HTTP
authentication. This setting should not be used when Single Sign-On is
enabled. In the case of SSO, configure the authentication scheme and
scope parameters instead.
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Table 5-22

HTTP/WS Adapter Outbound Properties (continued)

Property

Description

UsernameAlias

The argument name to be used in the request header for username.

PasswordAlias

The argument name to be used in the request header for password.

PublicKey

Enter the Public Key of the external system. Encrypt attributes sent out
through Service Link are encrypted using the public key of the external
system that is configured in agents.
You can either use the existing public key in the drop-down list or create
a new one while configuring agents in Service Link > Manage
Integrations > Agents for HTTP adapter in the
HttpOutboundAdapter.PublicKey.
While adding a new public key, ensure that you enter the modulus and
exponent of the new public key.
If there are multiple PO instances each having a different public key to
which the outbound messages have to be distributed, then separate agents
have to be configured with different secure keys and each such agent is
mapped to different external tasks. For more information about secure
data transaction, see Securing Sensitive Data.

EncryptStringFormat

If you want to integrate Prime Service Catalog with any external system
other than Process Orchestrator, the encrypted string must be passed
through JSON or XML format.
Prime Service Catalog integrates with Process Orchestrator automatically
if you use Intelligent Automation format. For more information about
Intelligent Automation format, see Cisco Intelligent Automation for
Cloud Documentation.
JSON format:
{"encryptStringFormat":{"initVector":"DCI4Tg==","saltHash":"LUN
ZWg==","payload":"UGF2YW4gQ29uZmlkZW50aWFsIQ=="}}

XML format:
<encryptStringFormat><initVector>DCI4Tg==</initVector><payload>
UGF2YW4gQ29uZmlkZW50aWFsIQ==</payload><saltHash>LUNZWg==</saltH
ash></encryptStringFormat>

Disable Unused HTTP Methods
In Prime Service Catalog only certain HTTP methods are allowed for REST APIs. Using any other
method may cause unexpected results and you may want to restrict user access to the unsupported
methods.
Supported HTTP methods are:
•

GET

•

HEAD

•

POST

•

PUT

•

DELETE
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•

TRACE

•

OPTIONS

The Connect and Patch methods are not allowed.
On apache server use the <LimitExcept> directive to limit access controls to all HTTP methods except
the named methods. For more information see Apache documentation at https://httpd.apache.org. Below
is an example of the LimitExcept directive:
<LimitExcept GET HEAD POST PUT DELETE TRACE OPTIONS>
Require valid-user
</LimitExcept>

On the IIS server, the <verbs> element specifies which HTTP verbs are allowed or denied to limit the
type of HTTP requests that are allowed by the Web server. For information see IIS server documentation
at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis.
The following example configures two options: it configures IIS to deny HTTP PUT requests, and also
configures request filtering to allow WebDAV access to all HTTP verbs.
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
<security>
<requestFiltering>
<verbs applyToWebDAV="false">
<add verb="PUT" allowed="false" />
</verbs>
</requestFiltering>
</security>
</system.webServer>
</configuration>

Authentication Schemes
Some properties of the outbound http/ws adapter are required only for certain authentication schemes
and, then, perhaps only for web servers with customized authentication. Authentication Schemes table
summarizes authentication schemes supported by the outbound http/ws adapter.
Table 5-23

Authentication Schemes

Authentication Type

Description

Anonymous

The request is not required to supply user credentials; access to the web
server is typically via a service account.

Basic

User name and password are required; password is sent in clear text.

Digest

User name and password are required, but password is transmitted as an
MD5 hash.

NTLM

Integrated Windows Authentication on Windows 2003.

NTLMv2

Integrated Windows Authentication on Windows 2008 or latter.
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Response to the http/ws Request
When a request is posted to a web site or a message sent to a web service, the target site typically sends
a response to the message originator. If that response is unlikely to contain information useful to Service
Link, you may set the Process Response property to false, to instruct Service Link to ignore any such
messages. However, such responses might include additional information, such as the external system's
ticket number or case number assigned to the task that originated in Service Catalog. In this case, you
can set both the Process Response and Save Ref Field properties to true and specify the xpath for the
Reference field for Service Link to capture the reference from the web service response. In addition, a
transformation can be applied to the response to invoke actions to update the service form with
information from the external system.

Using Agent Parameter in Outbound Property Values
Outbound properties may now contain agent parameter namespace.This allows a single agent to be used
for multiple operations if they are routed to the same external system and differ only in the routing URL
segments or request header values. The syntax for agent parameter namespace is $ParamName$

Reference Field and TopicID
External systems generally have their own means for identifying incidents, requests, or other objects,
whether opened by a third-party system or maintained via the product's user interface. A designated
Reference Field (TopicID) allows Service Catalog to maintain a cross-reference between the external
system's unique identifier and the Service Catalog channel-id. Once the TopicID is identified in the
initial response to the web service request and saved, further messages from the external system,
received via the web services listener adapter, can use the TopicID to identify the Service Catalog
external task.
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Inbound Properties
•

The HTTP/WS inbound adapter is a listener adapter and does not support polling based invocations.

•

Only one HTTP/WS inbound agent should be configured for a given URL. Either the http or https
protocol may be used.

No properties may be specified for an inbound http adapter. All http posts should be directed to the
Integration Server’s URL:
<ServerName>:<Port>/IntegrationServer/ishttplistener?channel-id=<channel-id>
where
•

<ServerName> is the Service Catalog application server.

•

<Port> is the port on which Service Catalog is listening.

•

<channel-id> is the channel ID which uniquely identifies the task to be affected by the inbound
message. Error 503 (Application Error) is returned to the third-party system if the channel-id does
not apply to an ongoing task.

Web Service Invocation
A web service is not-so-simply “XML over HTTP”. For an outbound adapter, an XML message is sent
via http (or https) to a web service. The message, created by application of a transformation to the
outbound message, must be enclosed within a SOAP envelope. A sample XML message to a web service
might look like the following:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<soap:Header
soap:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<AuthenticationInfo>
<userName>ns28sbd</userName>
<password>09rbc19</password>
</AuthenticationInfo>
</soap:Header>
<soap:Body
soap:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<Op>
<Assigned_To_Group>CSCC</Assigned_To_Group>
<Case_Type>Problem</Case_Type>
<Category>Computer/Printer/Server</Category>
<!-- additional tags as required />
<txt_internalticketid/>
<txt_requestid >40</txt_requestid >
<Type>New Hardware Request</Type>
</Op>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
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JMS Adapter
The JMS inbound adapter is a listener adapter and does not support polling based invocations.
The JMS adapter can read and write messages from a queue or publish/subscribe to a particular topic.
Only one JMS inbound agent should be configured for a given queue. It is not possible to use the same
agent to subscribe to multiple topics. The topic must be fully specified; for example,
“topic.sample.exported”.

Inbound Adapter Properties
The Property sheet for the JMS inbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“JMSInboundAdapter”.
Table 5-24

JMS Adapter Inbound Properties

Name

Description

JndiProviderUrl

JNDI provider URL for looking up JMS administered objects for the inbound
agent; default is jnp://localhost:4099.

JndiFactory

JNDI Naming factory for inbound agent; default is
org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory.

JmsTopicFactory

Topic Connection factory for getting JMS Topic Connection for inbound agent;
not used.

JmsQueueFactory

Queue Connection factory for getting JMS Queue Connection for inbound
agent; default is ConnectionFactory.

MessageMode

Whether JMS destination is Queue or Topic. Valid values are Queue or Topic;
default is Queue.

JmsQueue

Named JMS queue if message mode is Queue for inbound agent.

JmsTopic

Named JMS topic if message mode is Topic for inbound agent.

MessageType

Type of the message for the inbound agent. Valid value is Text

Publisher.isAdapter

If the publisher is adapter; default is True.

Listener.UseCallback Whether to use callbacks; default is True.
UserName

User name for JNDI Security credentials for the inbound agent.

Password

Password for JNDI Security credentials for the inbound agent.

Outbound Adapter Properties
The Property sheet for the JMS outbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“JMSOutboundAdapter”.
Table 5-25

JMS Adapter Outbound Properties

Name

Description

JndiProviderUrl

JNDI provider URL for looking up JMS administered objects for the outbound
agent; default is jnp://localhost:4099.

JndiFactory

JNDI Naming factory for the outbound agent; default is
org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory.
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Table 5-25

JMS Adapter Outbound Properties (continued)

Name

Description

JmsTopicFactory

Topic Connection factory for getting JMS Topic Connection for outbound
agent; not used.

JmsQueueFactory

Queue Connection factory for getting JMS Queue Connection for outbound
agent; default is ConnectionFactory.

MessageMode

Whether JMS destination is Queue or Topic. Valid values are Queue | Topic.

JmsQueue

Named JMS queue if message mode is Queue for outbound agent.

JmsTopic

Named JMS topic if message mode is Topic for outbound agent.

MessageType

Type of the Message for the outbound agent. Valid value is Text.

Publisher.isAdapter

If the publisher is adapter; default is True.

UserName

User name for JNDI Security credentials for outbound agent.

Password

Password for JNDI Security credentials for outbound agent.

MQ Adapter
The MQ inbound adapter is a poller adapter which uses the IBM WebSphere Message Queue (MQ)
system. The adapter supports IBM MQ Series versions 5.x and above. It uses IBM MQ Series Java API
for the integration. IBM MQ software is not included with Service Catalog, and a license must be
obtained from IBM.

Inbound Properties.
The Property sheet for the MQ inbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“MQInboundAdapter”.
Table 5-26

IBM MQ Inbound Adapter Properties

Name

Description

ManagerName

Name of the IBM MQ Manager

HostName

Host name of the IBM MQ Server

Port

Port for the IBM MQ Server for Inbound

UserName

User Name for authentication

Password

Password for authentication

ChannelName

IBM MQ Channel Name for inbound messages

QueueName

Queue Name for inbound messages

MsgFormat

Message Format for inbound messages; default is Text

Outbound Properties
The Property sheet for the MQ outbound adapter prefixes the property names given below with
“MQOutboundAdapter”.
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Table 5-27

IBM MQ Adapter Properties

Name

Description

ManagerName

Name of the IBM MQ Manager for outbound messages

HostName

Host name of the IBM MQ Server

Port

Port for the IBM MQ Server

UserName

User Name for authentication

Password

Password for authentication

ChannelName

IBM MQ Channel Name for outbound messages

QueueName

Queue Name for outbound messages

MsgFormat

Message Format for Outbound; default value is Text

Service Item Listener Adapter
Similar to the Web Service Listener Adapter (see the Web Service Listener Adapter), the Service Item
Listener Adapter provides a Web service (SOAP) end point to be used by external systems to send
updates to external tasks. In addition to task updates, the adapter allows the creation, update, and deletion
of service items in Lifecycle Center as part of the inbound SOAP message. The adapter also allows the
retrieval of service item metadata and the data for service item instances.
The SOAP message sent by an external system must invoke the “processMessage” operation. The
message content within the soap body is transformed into a message that Service Link understands, then
segregated based on the operation type, and forwarded to the Business Engine and Service Item Import
processor, respectively. Up to two messages may result in the View Transactions page for an inbound
SOAP message—one for task update operations (take-action, add-comments, send-parameters) and one
for service item operations (, update, delete). The latter has “Service Item” as the message type.
Authentication for inbound messages can be enabled optionally by turning on the site setting "Inbound
HTTP Requests Authentication" in the Administration module. For more information, see Web Service
Listener Adapter.

Inbound Properties
The Property sheet for the Service Item Listener inbound adapter prefixes the property names given
below with “ServiceItemListenerInboundAdapter”.
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Table 5-28

Service Item Listener Inbound Adapter Properties

Property

Description

Wsdl

The URL of the wsdl that describes the Service Catalog inbound Service Item for the
current installation has the format:
<Protocol>://<ServerName>:<Port>/IntegrationServer/webservices/wsdl/ServiceItem
TaskService.wsdl
where:
<Protocol> is either http or https.
<ServerName> is the server where Service Link is installed.
<Port> is the communication port specified for Service Link.
For example,
http://ccp-prod.cisco.com:8089/IntegrationServer/webservices/wsdl/ServiceItemTaskS
ervice.wsdl
This property is read-only. It is made available so that designers can consult the WSDL,
which is useful in understanding the services and writing a webservice client.

RoutingURL The URL to which the SOAP message should be sent has the format:
<Protocol>://<ServerName>:<Port>/IntegrationServer/services/TaskService
This property is read-only. It is made available so that external systems integrators can
write clients that post SOAP messages to this URL.

Outbound Properties
The Service Item Listener Adapter is unidirectional—inbound only. Therefore, there are no Outbound
Properties.

Web Service Listener Adapter
The Web Service Listener Adapter provides a Web service (SOAP) end point to be used by external
systems to send updates to external tasks. The SOAP message sent by an external system must invoke
the “processMessage” operation. The message content within the soap body is transformed into a
message that Service Link understands, then forwarded to the HTTP/WS inbound adapter to be
processed further.
The Web service Listener Adapter uses an underlying Web Service Listener. Authentication for inbound
messages can be enabled optionally by turning on the site setting "Inbound HTTP Request
Authentication" in the Administration module. Once enabled, a valid username and the corresponding
password are required to be passed in the request header for the inbound message to be processed. If
desired, the "Accept Encrypted Password" setting can be enabled to enforce the use of encrypted
password only. An encryption utility is available for users with the Site Administrator role to obtain the
encrypted value of a password. To access this utility, open the browser page:
http://<server>:<port>/RequestCenter/EncryptedPassword.jsp
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Inbound Properties.
The Property sheet for the Web Service Listener inbound adapter prefixes the property names given
below with “WSListenerInboundAdapter”.
Table 5-29

Web Service Listener Inbound Adapter Properties

Property

Description

WsdlURL

The URL of the wsdl that describes the Service Catalog inbound Web Service for
the current installation has the format:
<Protocol>://<ServerName>:<Port>/IntegrationServer/webservices/wsdl/TaskS
ervice.wsdl
where:
<Protocol> is either http or https.
<ServerName> is the server where Service Link is installed.
<Port> is the communication port specified for Service Link.
For example,
http://ccp-prod.cisco.com:8089/IntegrationServer/webservices/wsdl/TaskService.
wsdl
This property is read-only. It is made available so that designers can consult the
WSDL, which is useful in understanding the services and writing a webservice
client.

WsdlRoutingURL The URL to which the SOAP message should be sent has the format:
<Protocol>://<ServerName>:<Port>/IntegrationServer/services/TaskService
This property is read-only. It is made available so that external systems integrators
can write clients that post SOAP messages to this URL

Outbound Properties
The Web Service Listener Adapter is unidirectional—inbound only. Therefore, there are no Outbound
Properties.

Securing Sensitive Data
Prime Service Catalog often contains data that must be secured when it is viewed/accessed within the
product as well as when it is exchanged with external systems. Therefore, you can use the encryption
methods during secure data transaction.
For information about encrypting dictionary attributes within Prime Service Catalog, see “Configuring
Dictionaries” in Cisco Prime Service Catalog Designer Guide.
Encrypt attributes sent out through Service Link agents based on HTTP/WS and AMQP task adapters
are secured or encrypted using the 1024/2048-bit RSA Public Key of the external system that is
configured in the agents. You must configure the Public Key and EncryptStringFormat of the external
system in Http/WS outbound properties page of the adapter and then configure the agents properties. For
more information, see Managing Adapters.
For example, the encrypt attribute of the outbound message to Process Orchestrator (PO) is converted in
the format below:
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•

4 bytes of magic number

•

1 byte of Init Vector (IV) length

•

IV

•

2 bytes for Salt length

•

Salt- Secured using PO’s public key

•

4 bytes for encrypted payload length

•

Encrypted payload

When there is a public key update in the external systems, then you must update the agent accordingly.
For example, when there is a public key update in PO, then the PO will accept the old key pair for 3 days
as grace period so the old messages in Service Link could still pass through. After three days of grace
period PO will return an error if the agent in Prime Service Catalog has not been updated. Therefore the
public key needs to be manually re-configured in agents once again when re-key happens in the external
systems.

Note

If the Service Link agent does not have the public key of the external system configured, then dictionary
field attributes that are defined to be stored and encrypted are decrypted and clear-text values for these
attributes are sent over the outbound message only when the agent uses HTTPs/SSL protocol. If SSL is
not configured, then the dictionary field attributes are sent as encrypted format only.

Note

Prime Service Catalog supports AES algorithm and 128/256 bit symmetric keys. Therefore, ensure that
you install “Java Unlimited Strength Crypto Policy” file manually on Java Development Kit (JDK)
during Service Catalog installation. Java Unlimited Strength Crypto Policy file enables the external
system to perform 2048 bit encryption. If you do not install Unlimited Strength Crypto Policy the
installer displays an error message during server startup. For instructions about installing the unlimited
strength crypto policy file, see Oracle Website. For more information about installing Cisco Prime
Service Catalog, see Cisco Prime Service Catalog Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Cloud Resource Manager Adapter
The Cloud Resource Manager adapter supports outbound communications from Service Link to UCSD.
The Cloud Resource Manager adapter supports polling interval attribute which determines the frequency
at which the inbound poller is activated.

Note

Cloud Resource Manager adapter is provided with predefined configuration and it is recommended that
you deploy this adapter using the default configuration.

Using the Integration Wizard in Service Designer
The Integration Wizard automates many of the steps involved in creating an integration between Service
Catalog and SOAP web services. The Integration Wizard works by retrieving the wsdl and operation to
be invoked by the web service integration. Based on that definition of the integration, the integration
wizard displays all components required to support the integration.
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•

The Service Link agent that can be used in an external task to perform the integration is created and
referenced in the delivery plan of the current service.

•

A transformation to transform nsXML into the SOAP message required by the web service is created
and referenced in the Outbound Adapter of the agent.

•

Agent parameters for all data required both in the initial web service request and the response are
added to the agent definition.

•

A dictionary containing fields to hold agent parameter values is created, and dictionary fields are
mapped to corresponding agent parameters.

•

An active form component containing the dictionary is created and included in the current service.

The Integration Wizard uses some default options in defining the authentication method and behavior of
the integration. If these settings are not appropriate, or if the integration must be modified after it has
been created, the advanced configuration options available in Service Link Manage Integration pages
can be used to edit the agent definition.
The Integration Wizard is available only to those service designers who have been granted a role that
allows creation of Service Link agents and transformations.
Wsdl's to be accessed by the Integration Wizard must comply with Web Services Operability (WS-I) best
practices.
To use the Integration Wizard:
Step 1

Edit the service in Service Designer.

Step 2

Go to the General subtab of the Plan tab for the service. Optionally fill in other data relating to the task.

Step 3

Click Agent.
Figure 5-27

Agent

The first page of the Integration Wizard appears. The wizard may consist of up to eight pages, depending
on how the agent is configured. As each page is completed, click Next to advance to the next page, or
Previous to return to a previous page. When you are finished, click Save to save the definition of the
agent (and other design components) or Cancel to exit without saving your work.

General Information
Start by specifying general information about the agent:
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Figure 5-28

Create Agent

The dictionary and active form component to be created will have the same name as the agent. Therefore,
since naming standards for dictionaries are more stringent than for agents, the agent name can contain
only letters, numbers and the underscore, and cannot start with a number.
All other settings on this screen match those available in the Agents page of Service Link.
Click Next to proceed to the next page of the wizard.
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Outbound Properties
Figure 5-29

Create Agent Outbound Properties

Enter the location of the WSDL containing the operation to be performed by the integration. This will
typically be the URL where the WSDL resides.
The Integration Wizard reads the wizard and displays a list of supported operations. Select the desired
operation. The attributes specified for the operation will drive the definition of agent parameters on
subsequent pages of the wizard.
If the wsdl includes a routing url, that, too, is displayed.
If desired, click the Advanced Properties drop-down button to display additional settings for the
integration. These may be entered now or specified later via Service Link. Only basic authentication can
be specified via the wizard.
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Outbound Request Parameter Mappings
Figure 5-30

Outbound Request Parameter Mappings

The wizard parses the wsdl and, in the sample shown, determines that it includes two attributes that must
be used in the web service outbound request. Therefore, it s two agent parameters whose names match
the names of the attributes in the wsdl.
The agent parameters are mapped to dictionary fields. The field names match the names of attributes in
the wsdl, and the dictionary name matches the agent name. This dictionary is automatically created when
you save the agent.
If desired, you can change the Service Data Mapping to refer to a dictionary and field that have
previously been defined in Service Designer. This effectively changes the agent parameter mapping.
However, the dictionary created by the wizard will still contain the original field. You may remove this
by editing the dictionary definition.
A short digression might be useful here about structuring and using dictionaries in services. The primary
purpose of a Service Catalog dictionary is to structure the data to be shown to users on a service form.
Therefore, service designers typically design dictionaries with the user interface in mind, grouping and
arranging fields to optimize the experience of both customers and service team members.
In principle, an outbound message might need to include data that has been entered (or defaulted or
computed) in fields in many dictionaries. However, this would make maintaining the agent parameter
mappings more complicated and prone to error—integration designers would have to be well acquainted
with the design of the service form and its dictionaries. Therefore, it is recommended practice to a
dictionary solely for the purpose of containing integration data. Some fields in the dictionary may be
redundant with fields displayed on the service form. In this case, the service designer should supply
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conditional rules to copy the value of the field from the displayed dictionary to the integration dictionary.
Further, the integration dictionary is not displayed on the service form (it is typically hidden via an active
form rule); however, it can be kept visible during development to facilitate debugging.

Outbound Response Parameter Mappings
By default, the Integration Wizard assumes that a response received from the target system will be
processed. Any attributes sent in the response have corresponding agent attributes that are mapped to
dictionary fields.
Figure 5-31

Outbound Response Parameter Mappings

In addition to a agent-to-field correspondence, the mapping may include simple XSLT operations,
available via the Prebuilt Functions drop-down arrow to the left of the page.
As for outbound parameters, the inbound parameter could also be mapped to an alternative dictionary
field. All dictionaries can be browsed via the Dictionaries drop-down arrow to the left of the page.

Integration Summary
The last page of the wizard summarizes the integration as defined. You may return to any previous page
to make corrections or click Save to save the agent and all other integration components created. By
default, the agent is started when the integration is saved. You can alter this behavior by unchecking the
“Start agent upon saving” check box.
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Figure 5-32

Integration Summary

All components are now available for editing via Service Link and Service Designer screens. These
components are shown in Integration Components table.
Table 5-30

Integration Components

Integration Component

Description

Agent

An agent using an http/ws outbound adapter, with agent parameters and an
associated transformation.

Transformation

The transformation required to convert outbound nsXML to the expected
format for the WSDL operation selected.

Dictionary

Dictionary containing fields corresponding to all outbound and inbound
parameters. The dictionary is created in the Integration group; it can be
moved if desired.

Active Form Component Active form component containing the dictionary created. The form
component is created in the Integration group; it can be moved if desired.
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Service Link Troubleshooting and Administration
Checking Service Link Status
The starting point for checking the operational status of Service Link is the Service Link Status display.
The Service Link status is always displayed beneath the Common Tasks area of the Service Link Home
page.
Figure 5-33

Service Link Status

This feature helps you verify that Service Link is communicating with the Service Catalog service via
its assigned port.
The Service Link Status display indicates whether the Service Link connection status is operational, and
shows the port and protocol being used.

Starting and Stopping Agents
You must stop a service link agent modify the agent properties and restart again for it to function. Agents
can be started and stopped individually by using the Control Agents page.

Note

If the Service Link service is stopped and restarted, all agents that were running when the service was
stopped are automatically restarted.

Logging
All adapters log their activities into the server log file.
In addition, each standard adapter has its own log file on the Service Link\log directory. The degree of
detail written to the log is configurable; instructions for doing so are application-server specific.
For details on managing both server and adapter-specific log files, see the Cisco Prime Service Catalog
Administration and Operations Guide.

JBoss Logging
In a JBoss installation, Service Link adapter logs can be segregated from the server log into separate files
by modifying the logging.properties file under the “<JBOSS_DIR>\standalone\configuration” directory.
Examples of such configurations can be found in the sample property files “\preinstall\jboss\templates”
directory in the product package.
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WebLogic Logging
WebLogic does not allow separation of log files per adapter, and the IntegrationServer component is
configured to use the WebLogic logger by default. If separation of logs is desired, edit the file
newscalelog.properties under ISEE.war/WEB-INF/classes. Uncomment the line that specifies commons
logging as the logging mechanism. It is also very important that you uncomment and set a valid value
for logger.directory to a valid and existing directory in the system, where the user that is used to run
IntegrationServer has full write access. The file newscalelog.properties has additional instructions. In
addition, if additional settings for other adapters are desired, edit the file log4j.xml and use the
FILE_ADAPTER appender and category as a base and adjust the appender name and reference, the
package of the appender and the file name.

WebSphere Logging
WebSphere logging of Service Link is based by default on log4j as included in the WebSphere
application server. The log4j implementation in WebSphere is powerful and configurable through the
administration console and other tools. However, it does not allow for easy separation of log files. If you
want to separate log files per adapter in WebSphere, follow the steps below:
Step 1

Under “ISEE.war/WEB-INF/classes/config”, locate the file newscalelog.properties and open it with an
editor.

Step 2

Uncomment the line:
logger.class.name=com.newscale.bfw.logging.LogUtilCommonsImpl

Step 3

Locate the line for logger.directory. Specify the log directory; for example:
logger.directory=I:/logfiles/servicelinkserver2

It is very important that you enter a valid directory where these log files reside and the user that is used
to run IntegrationServer has full write access to it.
Step 4

Under the “ISEE.war/META-INF/” directory, manually a folder named “services”.

Step 5

Under this services folder, manually a text file named “org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory”.
Within the file, add one line as follows:
org.apache.commons.logging.impl.Log4jFactory

Message Purging
As Service Link messages may occupy a significant amount of space in the database and they are no
longer referenced once a request is completed, there are benefits in purging them from the database on
a regular basis to reduce the database size. The purge utility can be accessed in the Administration
module under the Utilities tab. The utility does not actually remove the message record entries. Instead
it replaces the XML content of the message with "Message has been purged" for all completed or failed
message older than the retention period specified. For more information, see the Purge Utilities section
in the Cisco Prime Service Catalog Administration and Operations Guide.
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Application Server Configuration Files
You can analyze the following files when troubleshooting.
•

rcjms.properties file – This file contains the information about the integration outbound JMS queue
and can be located in the “/RequestCenter.war/WEB-INF/classes/config” directory. The business
engine puts the message in the queue specified in this file. The values for the following properties
should match with those in the integrationserver.properties file in the ISEE.war file:
ISEEOutbound.JndiProviderUrl
ISEEOutbound.JndiFactory
ISEEOutbound.JmsTopicFactory
ISEEOutbound.JmsQueueFactory
ISEEOutbound.JmsQueue
ISEEOutbound.JmsTopic

•

integrationserver.properties file – This file contains the information about inbound and outbound
JMS queues and can be located in the “/ISEE.war/WEB- INF/classes/config” directory. Verify the
JMS properties specified in this folder.

•

newscale.properties file – This file contains the property for isee.base.url. Ensure that it points to
the Service Link server url.

Online Error Log
In addition to the server log file and adapter-specific log files, any errors detected by Service Link can
also be viewed online. The message text for a failed message shown on the Messages page is a hyperlink
to the detailed error for that message.
The error messages are exactly those that appear in the server logs and may be highly technical. Some
sample error messages, and an explanation, are given below.
com.newscale.is.core.RoutingException: Routing exception found: Reference Field not
retrieved from response

An outbound web services message was sent, but the inbound response could not be processed because
the specified referenced field was not in the response message.
com.newscale.is.core.TransformationException: javax.xml.transform.TransformerException:
javax.xml.transform.TransformerException: Tag is not allowed in this position in the
stylesheet!

The transformation produced an invalid XML message.
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Prebuilt Functions
Prebuilt functions provide the ability to manipulate the values of agent parameters included in a nsXML
message.
Prebuilt functions were developed using the FreeMarker template engine, version 2.3.12, available as
open source software and developed by the Visigoth Software Society. Cisco has certified only those
functions documented below and available in the drop-down list when building agent parameters. Other
functions supported by the FreeMarker framework may be used, but should be extensively tested.

Function Usage
Basic function usage consists of applying to the function to an expression, specifying an argument list
for the function if required. In general terms:
${Expression?function(argumentList)}

For Service Link, the expression is typically either a dictionary field, specified via lightweight
namespace syntax, or an nsXML element. It must be enclosed in quotes:
${"#Customer_Information.Login_ID#"?upper_case}

Two or more functions can be chained-applied to the same expression-by using the syntax:
${Expression?function1(argumentList)}${"$Parameter$"?function2}

For example, the service data mapping below first trims any leading or trailing spaces from the
designated dictionary field, then converts the result to lower case.
Figure 5-34

Edit Parameter Values

Multiple elements can be combined in one mapping, as shown below. The elements are implicitly
concatenated together to form one string.
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Figure 5-35

Inbound Parameter Mappings

This scenario also shows another coding technique—the use of “temporary” fields to hold input values
so they can be used in a mapping expression.

Function Synopsis
substring
The substring function has the syntax:
exp?substring(from, toExclusive), also callable as exp?substring(from)

A substring of the string. from is the index of the first character. It must be a number that is at least 0 and
less than or equal with toExclusive, or else an error will abort the template processing. The toExclusive
is the index of the character position after the last character of the substring, or with other words, it is
one greater than the index of the last character. It must be a number that is at least 0 and less than or
equal to the length of the string, or else an error will abort the template processing. If the toExclusive is
omitted, then it defaults to the length of the string. If a parameter is a number that is not an integer, only
the integer part of the number is used.

index_of
Returns the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified substring. For example,
“abcabc”?index_of(“bc”) will return 1 (don't forget that the index of the first character is 0). Also, you
can specify the index to start the search from: “abcabc”?index_of(“bc”, 2) will return 4. There is no
restriction on the numerical value of the second parameter: if it is negative, it has the same effect as if it
were zero, and if it is greater than the length of this string, it has the same effect as if it were equal to
the length of this string. Decimal values are truncated to integers.
If the 1st parameter does not occur as a substring in this string (starting from the given index, if you use
the second parameter), then it returns –1.
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last_index_of
Returns the index within this string of the last (rightmost) occurrence of the specified substring. It returns
the index of the first (leftmost) character of the substring. For example: “abcabc”?last_index_of(“ab”)
will return 3. Also, you can specify the index to start the search from. For example,
“abcabc”?last_index_of(“ab”, 2)

will return 0. Note that the second parameter indicates the maximum index of the start of the substring.
There is no restriction on the numerical value of the second parameter: if it is negative, it has the same
effect as if it were zero, and if it is greater than the length of this string, it has the same effect as if it
were equal to the length of this string. Decimal values are truncated to integers.
If the first parameter does not occur as a substring in this string (before the given index, if you use the
second parameter), then it returns –1.

length
The number of characters in the string.

lower_case
The lower case version of the string. For example, “GrEeN MoUsE” becomes “green mouse”.

replace
It is used to replace all occurrences of a string in the original string with another string. It does not deal
with word boundaries. For example:
${“this is a car acarus”?replace(“car”, “bulldozer”)}

will print:
this is a bulldozer abulldozerus

The replacing occurs in left-to-right order. This means that this:
${“aaaaa”?replace(“aaa”, “X”)}

will print:
Xaa

If the first parameter is an empty string, then all occurrences of the empty string are replaced, like
“foo”?replace(“”,"|") will evaluate to “|f|o|o|”.
replace accepts an optional flags parameter, as its third parameter.

upper_case
The upper case version of the string. For example, “GrEeN MoUsE” becomes “GREEN MOUSE”.
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